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This contract, awarded to Time-Zero Corporation (formerly Marshall 
Laboratories) by Goddard Space Flight Center, is for purposes of designing, 
developing, fabricating, testing.. and integrating a thermal subsystem 
necessary to maintain a controlled environment for Experiment Package­
Five (EP-5) on the OGO-F Spacecraft. The thermal capabilities of 
two (Z) experiments, F-ZZ (Dr. Smith's Search Coil Magnetometer) 
and F-Z4 (Dr. Helliwell's VLF Polarization and Wave Normal Direction 
Antenna System) were involved in this project. 
Time- Zero Corporation pr.ovided two complete thermal subsystems, 
(1) prototype and (1) flight unit: In addition, Time-Zero Corporation 
provided three (3) spare thermal blankets and one (1) spare proportional 
heater. 
Detail thermal analysis and extensive thermal testing was performed 
by Time-Zero to iusure thermal subsystem design capability. 
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1. 0 INTRODUCTION 
This final project report covers the history of the EP-5 appendage 
of the OGO-F Spacecraft as performed by Time-Zero (formerly Marshall 
Laboratories), under a GSFC/NASA contract number NAS 5~ 11095. 
The objective of this experiment was to maintain a controlled 
thermal environment on Experiments F-22, (Dr. Smith's Search Coil 
Magnetometer) and F-24, (Dr. Helliwell's VLF Polarization and Wave 
Normal Direction Antenna System) which comprises the Experiment 
Package Five, (See Photo A and Photo B). 
This report des cribes the thermal design and the environmental 
tests it was subjected to. This report also discloses the thermal 
analysis performed in support of the design concepts used in the 
development of the EP-5 system. 
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2.0 EP-5 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

The EP-5 System contains portions of two experiments, F-22 

and F - 24 both within a thermal equilibrium blanket and mounted to 

the +Y end of the EP-5 Boom. 

2. 1 Experiment Package-Five (EP-5) 
The EP-5 System as shown in Figure 2-1, and Figure 
2-2 is partially contained within alL 0" x 9. 5" x 9.0" parallelepiped 
thermal envelope. The F-24 antenna extends beyond the thermal 
envelope. The thermal envelope, which makes up the electronics 
compartment, consists of multi-layer aluminized mylar sheets and 
pure silk mesh arranged in a sandwich type construction with the 
mylar side facing outward. Within the environmental controlled 
electronics compartment are the Search Coil Magnetometer coils 
and preamplifiers for the F-22 Search Coil Magnetometer Experiment, 
_developed by Dr. E. J. Smith of JPL and Professor Holzer of UCLA, 
and the Preamplifier for the F -24 VLF Antenna Experiment developed 
by Dr. Helliwell and Dr. R. Smith of Stanford University. Because 
of the sensitivity of the experiments within the EP-5 to magnetic fields 
and RF noise, Time-Zero Corporation developed and used a non-magnet 
proportional heater as an active temperature contl'ol device within the 
EP-5 Package. 
The wiring diagram for the thermal subsystem mock-up 
is shown in the App endix, drawing 805800. The interface envelope 
drawing and final assembly drawings 805100 and 805200 respectively, 
are also shown in the Annp.nrHx. 
FIGURE 2-1 EP-5 DESIGN CONFIGURATION 
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3.0 EP-5 PROGRAM HISTORY 
The EP-5 program began at Time-Zero (formerly Marshall 
Laboratories) in November 1967 with GSFC/NASA Contract Number 
NAS 5-11095 and continued through to the OGO-F Spacecraft Launch. 
During this period, Marshall Laboratories efforts on the EP-5, OGO-F 
Program were as follows. 
3. 1 Organization and Management 
Program organization and management were established 
directly after Marshall Laboratories received the go-ahead from NASAl 
GSFC on Contract NAS 5-11095. A master project schedule was drafted 
outlining the tasks to be performed and key program personnel were, 
assigned. 
The key uersonnel active on this EP-5 thermal subsys­
tem program are listed below: 
Program Manager 
Eric Azari 
D. L. Chingurg 
Project Engineer 




Program reports and financial management reports 
were distributed in' accordance with the contract requirements. 
3.2 Quality Assurance 
Marshall Laboratories Quality Assurance Program for 
this project was controlled by ML/TN7500. 007, "Quality Control and 
Inspection Manual" in accordance with NASA Quality Publications 
NPC 200-3 and NPC 200-4. The inspectiQn flow chart was submitted to 
NASA/GSFG and maintained through the life of the project (see Figures 
3-1, 3-2 and 3-3). 
3.3 EP-5 Thermal Subsystem Design 
Preliminary design of the, EP-5 System began 9 November 
1967 and continued through 10 January 1968 when Marshall Laboratories 
submitted perliminary drawings to Goddard Space Flight Center for 
approval. In accordance with the contract, Article 1, paragraph 
1. 3.1, Preliminary Interface and Design Drawings (805100 and 
805200 Appendix herein) w,?re submitted to Mr. M. Stephens, Code 
246, NASA, 10 January 1968 for approval, see letter in GSFC correspondence 
Appendix. 
3. 3. 1 Therma'l Design Concept 
The original thermal design concept of indi­
vidual experiment heaters and thermal blankets were reported as 
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be maintained due to a large thermal gradient across the F-22 Search 
CoiL Probe resulting in an out of range condition. The reason for the 
large thermal gradient was due primarily to the positioning of the pro-' 
portional heater within the search coil probe with respect to the clamp­
ing coilfiguration. 
The F-24 preamplifier was originally to be 
heated by an internal 3 watt proportional heater. A preliminary analy­
sis indicates this would not be sufficient to maintain a minimum 50oC. 
environment within the preamp during eclipse conditions. 
Additional studies indicated that the indivi­
dual thermal blanket concept would be an inefficient approach to ther­
mal control in this instance, due to the increased cost of fabrication, 
and'the difficulties involved in installation and removal. 
3.3. 2 Thermal Design Concept Modification 
Marshall Laboratories recommended that 
one large thermal blanket be used to enclose the experiments F-22 
and·F-24 in a controlled environment package. The thermal blanket 
was constructed similarly to the OGO-E blanket with the exception 
of using a silk mesh layer between the layers of aluminized mylar 
for structural rigidity. The heat source is a 10 watt propostional 
heater bonded to the EP-5 base plate. Control monitoring is a 
thermistor sensing unit, mounted on the EP-5 base plate. The 
heater power is provided from existing spacecraft power to a ter­
minai board also mounted on the EP-5 base plate. The preliminary 
drawings submitted for comments were: 
805100 Envelope Drawing EP-5, OGO-F 
805200 Assembly Drawing EP-5, OGO-F 
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3.4 Thermal Analysis 
The thermal analysis was prepared and submitted to 
NASA/GSFC in accordance with the requirements of Contract NAS­
5-11095. The thermal analysis verified the necessity of an active 
thermal control device in the EP-5 assembly. A non-magnetic pro­
portional heater was used as this active temperature control device. 
The EP-5 proportional heater developed by Marshall Laboratories 
is bonded to the· base plate and provides heat to the experiments by 
conduction and radiation from the base plate. Figure 2-2 illustrates 
the EP-5 temperature control system. The electronic' compartment 
has an acceptable temperature range of _20o C to +50oC.and a mini­
mum internal dissipation of .22 watts when the internal temperature 
o 0is 12 C. Between the tem~erature range of 6°C an!i 12 C the dissi­
pation may vary from 1.575 watts to .22 watts depending on the posi­
tion of the spacecraft relative to the sun. 
---'Il1e final thermal analysis for Experiment .package five 
is included as a part of this report and included in the Appendix. 
3.5 Proportional Heater' Control - ML-306 Series 
The thermal proportional heater control was developed 
by Time-Zero Corporation (formerly Marshall Labs) for purposes of 
providing a temperature control device for electronic units without the 
introduction of interfacing magnetic fields. The control circuit con­
sists of a thermistor bridge, amplifier and heater. Feedback is'used 
to minimize ac current through the heater. Flexibility is allowed by the 
circuit design to adjust gain (Watts/oC), and operating temperatures. 
The following illustrations, Figure 3-4 through Figure 3-11 show the 
typical mechanical and electronic parameters associated with the 





DESCRIPTION . .. 
The ML 162-1 heater has application on spacecraft and missile pay­
loads where temperature control of electronic units, without the in­
troduction of interfering magnetic fields , is required. 
Features include : 






Remote temperature sense. 

The control circuit consists of a thermistor bridge, amplifier and 
heater. Feedback is used to minimize a-c current through the heater. 
Flexibility is allowed by the circuit design to adjust gain (wattsjOC) 
and operating temperature. 
TIME-ZERO corporation 
3~30 T ORRANCE BOULEVARD. TORRANCE. CALIFORNIA 90~03 . 213/ 772-44 4 6 
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o-C Magnetic Field: 






+ 28.5 volts nominal 
23.5-33.5 range 
1-15 watts possible; 
10 watts nominal 
Adjustable within the limits of 
20°C/ watt to 3°C/ watt 
Can be set within the limits of 
- 20°C to +70°C 
<75y at 1" 
< 1 X lO- ' y at 1" 











BILL OF MATERIALS (Reference Only! 
Part No. Qty. Description Ref. Des. Applicable Spec. 
52343 1 P.C. Board ML 
52344 1 Housing ML 
PT4-13004-8 1 Heater-Strip T-RW PT4-13004 
26000 1 Thermistor RTI ML 
CSR13F333KP 1 Capacitor Cl MIL C 39003/1 
CSR13G225KP 2 Capacitor-- C2, C3 MIL C 39003/1 
CK05CWI02K 1 - Capacitor C4 MIL C 11 015 
lN753A 1 Diode CRI Motorola 
IN965B 1 Diode CR2 Motorola 
IN645A -2 Diode CR3, CR4 GE or TI 
RC07GFXXXJ 6 Resistors Rl, R3, R5, MIL Rll 
R7,R8,Rll 
RN55CXXXXF 3 Resistors R2, R4, R6 MIL R 10509E 
RWP-19 2 Resistors R9,RIO MIL R 23379 
2N2484 2 Transistor Q1, Q2 Texas Instrument 
2N2907A 1 Transistor Q3 Texas Instrument 
2N2222A 1 Transistor Q4 Motorola 






POWER STRESS LEVEL OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

Ref. Des. Part No. %Stress 
Heater Strip PT4-13004-8 63 
RTI 52347 5 
~ 
Cl CSR13G333KP 16 "' 
C2 CSR13G225I{P 30 i.' 
C3 CSR13G225I{P 30 * 
C4 CR05CWI02K 6* 
Rl RC07GFXXXJ < 1 
R2 RN55CXXXXF 3 
R3 RC07GFXXXJ 15 
R4 RN55CXXXXF < 1 
R5 RC07GFXXXJ < 1 
R6 RNJ5CXXXXF 2 
~7 RC07GFXXXJ < 1 
R8 RC07GFXXXJ 3 
R9 RWP-19-XXX 11 
RIO RWP-19-XXX 13 
Rll RC07GFXXXJ 20 
CRI IN753A 21 
CR2 IN965B 9 
CR3 1N645A 5 
CR4 IN645A < 1 
01, 02 2N2484. < 1 
03 2N2907A 2 
04 2N3107 3 
05 2N1486 1.5 
06 2N1486 12 
* Voltage stress is given in place of power stress, 
(Ref. Only) 
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MAGNETIC LIMITATIONS: FOR EP-5 OGO-F (Ref, Only) 
81 Weber = 10 Maxwells 
. . 4 
1 Gauss =1. 0 Maxwells/Square CM =10 Maxwells/Square meter 
-5. 91 Gamma = 10 Gauss '·1 Weber/Square Meter 10 Gamma 
VLF EXP LIMITS 
-4Band 1 200 cps l,2x10-13 Weber = 1. 2 x 10 Gamma 
Any 50 1. 6 k cps 1. 5 x 10.- 14 Weber = 1. 5 x 10- 5 Gamma 
cps band 
14 
-5Band 2 1. 6 k cps '2.7 x 10- Weber = 2.7 x 10 Gamma 
-6Any 160 12.5 k cps 3.5x10-15 Weber = 3.5 x 10 Gamma 
cps band 
15 -6Band 3 12.5 k cps 5.9x10- Weber = 5.9 x 10 Gamma 
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analysis of the proportional heaters was conducted and is submitted 
as part of the appendix (for information purposes only). The propor­
tional heater controls were fabricated in accordance with the assembly 
drawing 52168. The reference schematic drawing is 52238. All tests 
conducted on these proportional heaters were tested thoroughly and 
found to meet the basic requirements satisfactorily. 
3.6 Thermal Blanket 
A thermal blanket was designed and fabricated by Time­
Zero Corporation (formerly Marshall Laboratories) for purposes of 
maintaining the required temperature range of the EP-5 experiment 
package. The basic geometry of this thermal blanket is shown in 
Figure 2-1 and 2-2. The construction is shown in Figure 3-12 and 
the detail flat pattern, materials, and assembly shown in drawing 
805202 (Appendix). The thermal blanket was assembled in a clean 
room area which meets the class 10,000' cleanliness requirements 
of the Federal Standard 209A. This assembly was formed on a spe­
cial form block T805205 (Appendix) and critical seams ultra soni­
cally welded. 
Aluminized tape was applied to all welded areas after 
visual inspections were made. 
Two sets of thermal blankets were provided; one for 
the prototype system and one for the flight system on shippers MIL 
68-0723, S.O. 7564. Three thermal blanket spares were also sent 
at this time. 
3. 7 Control Thermistor 
The control thermistor, a component of the proportional 
heater control (PiN 52168) is physically bonded to the EP-5 base plate 
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Figure 3-12 
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as shown on drawing 805200 (Appendix). The heater control thermis­
tor is also illustrated in Figures 2-1 and 2-2; this however is not to 
be construed as its exact location (shown for reference purposes·only). 
The thermistor ?,:ssembly (P IN 20032 Appendix) is the 
non~magnetic type and conforms to specification ML S46066 (reference 
G. E. drawing 9RT1H1l6); Epibond 1210 is used to bond thermistor to 
EP-5 base plate, Leads to thermistor are twisted to further insure 
against electromagnetic interference problems. The temperature 
characteristics of this G. E. thermistor is shown in Figure 3-13. 
3,8 Heater Strip 
The heater strip consists of a double glass covered 32 
gage (Evanohm) wire embedded in a laminated silicone substrate. This 
element is looped, folded back and twisted together with a minimum of 
four and a maximum of eight twists per inch. There are no welds or 
solder joints within the element, and the only termination allowed is 
at the exposed element approximately one inch from the heater body. 
To further minimize any magnetic interference, the 
heater leads ar e twisted at the rate of 12 to 15 turns per inch. A 
typical heater strip configuration is shown in Figure 3-14. The 
actual heater strip used with the proportional control is shown in the 
Appendix, Drawing 20037. The relative location of this heater strip 
is shown in the proportional control drawing 52168. 
3,9 EP-5 Stub Boom 
A stub boom PiN 107957-900 was delivered during the 
month of June, 1968 to TRW Systems in support of the solar-vac tests 
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for letter of transmittal and Figure 3 -15 for the EP-5 thermal mock­
up (boom mounted) subassembly. 
3.10 EP-5 Container 
The EP-5 thermal mock-up container is approximately 
16" x 16" x 6'0" fabricated with birch, paneled over pine and douglas 
fir plywood. This container is fabricated per drawing 805809 (Appen­
dix) and designed to handle the EP-5 subsystem mock-up ·shown in 
Figure 3-15. Special cradle provisions, clamping brackets, and fas­
teners are provided to securely hold the thermal subsystem in place. 
This container is presently held in Bonded Stores at Time-Zero Cor­
poration/Marshall Laboratories. 
3.11 Base Plate Pedestal 
The base plate pedestal essentially supports the F22 
Search Coil Magnetometer and the F24 Antenna Assembly (for details 
of the base plate,~e GSFC drawing No. GE-1250099 and GE-1250121 
and for a basic outline of the base plate pedestal, see Figure 2-1. The 
integration of the base plate pedestal harness and thermal subsystem 
including the proportional heater were shipped in accordance with 
Article VII of this contract (NAS 5-11095). The temperature sensing 
thermistor and proportional .heater are both bonded to this base plate 
in accordance with assembly drawing 805200 (Appendix). The thermal 
blanket is formed or configured about the base plate pedestal is shown 
in Drawing 805202 Sheet 2 (Appendix). 
3.12 Test Harness 
A test harness was developed. and fabricated for the 
EP-5 thermal mockup per Drawing 805808 (Appendix) and illustrated 
in Figure 3-16. This cable or harness is in the form of a "Y" confi­
guration with an overall length of 360 inches. One leg of the "Y" is 
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is a pigtailed section 48 inches long with the adjacent "Y" leg terminat­
ing at'a 25 pin cannon connector. The remaining cable end in an amphenol 
connector (21 pins). 
3.13 Thermal Mock-Up Assembly (Weighted) 
The thermal mock-up assembly, approximately 9" x 9" 
x 16" contains the base plate, pedestal assembly for the Search Coil 
Experiment F-22, the antenna for F-24 Experiment, proportional 
heaters, and the associated supporting hardware and harness (refer­
ence Drawing 905803 in the Appendix). See Photograph A, Photograph 
B and Figure 3-15. This assembly is essentially the weighted confi­
guration of the thermal system exclusive of the thermal blanket sub­
system. This subsystem is discussed in the following section. 
3.14 Thermal Mock-Up Subsystem (Blanket Assembly) 
The thermal mock-up subsystem is constructed of 
aluminized mylar as shown in Drawing 805801 (Appendix). This 
blanket essentially envelopes the complete EP-5 Package (as dis­
cussed in Paragraph 3.13) and the associated harness and boom 
sec,tion. The thermal blanket is fastened in critical areas by the 
method of "crinkling" sections of 3 MIL aluminized mylar accordingly 
and ty~ng with dacron thread. Aluminized tape is also used to secure 
ends. Ultrasonic welded sections are required in areas shown on 
Drawing 805801 for purpose of obtaining additional strength integrity. 
See Figures 3-17 and 3-18 for typical harness and boom thermal 
blanket wrap around. 
These blankets are assembled in an area which meets 
the class 10,,000 'cleanliness requirements of Federal Standard 209A 
clean white cotton or mylar gloves are used to handle this subsystem 
materials and components. 
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The EP-5 Th~rmal Mock-Up Subsystem was completed 
and shipped to GSFC for the solar vacuum design verification tests 
(r'eference monthly progress report of, April, 1968, Paragraph 2.3). 
3.15 Solar Vacuum Design Verification 
A solar vacuum design verification test, in accordance 
with Paragraph 1.3.5 of NAS 5-11 095, was satisfactorily performed 
at TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, California, during the week of 19 
August 1968. See Appendix for abridged copy of test report and design 
verification test ,specification S46865. 
Official 'copies of this test report were submitted to 
GSFC, Mr. M. Stephens, (See Appendix for letter of transmittal). 
All thermal and mechanical design objectives were 
satisfactorily concluded. 
3.16 Mutual Environmental Interference Test 
For purposes of establishing mutual electromagnetic 
interference compatibility between the Experiments F-22 Triaxial 
Search Coil Magnetometer, and the Experiment F-24 VLF Antenna, ' 
a Time-Zero Corporation (Marshall Laboratories Specificati9n S4686!? 
w'as generated and submitted to GSFC. Copies of this specification 
and transmittal letter are part of the appendix. Based on a contract 
modification, the mutual interference test between the F-22 and F-24 
expe:t:iments was to be conducted by NASA/GSFC (See re(erence letter 
of 24 May 1968, No. 68-0584 to GSFC from Marshall Laboratories 
(See attached Appendix). This letter was generated on the basis of 
a 20 May 1968 telegram between J. E. Painter, K. Meese, M. Stephens 
of GSFC and D. White, and D. Petrics of Marshall Laboratories. 
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3.17. Prototype EP-5 
In accordance with Article I, Paragraph 1. 3. 10, the 
EP-5 Thermal package (i. e. blanket and proportional heater system) 
was delivered to the NASA/GSFC project office at TRW on 10 .June 1968. 
Coupled with this shipment, one flight blanket and three spares were 
also delivered; see letter of transmittal 68-0723 in Appendix. 
3.18 Flight Unit EP-5 
A complete flight unit system was submitted to TRW 
Systems 24 May 1968 in accordance with Article I, Paragraph 1.3. 11 
of this contract (NAS 5-n095). The EP-5.0GO-F Thermal System 
consisted of a base plate, pedestal and harness assembly (S,/N 4) with 
an EP-5 proportional heater installed (S/N 3); see appendix for letter 
of transmittal. 
3.19 Extension Cables 
An extension cable for the EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up . 
was designed and fabricated in accordance with Drawing 805807 per 
M/L production work order No. 1417 dated February 1968 (see Figure 
3-19 for cable illustration and drawing 805807 in Appendix for details 
in wiring and fabrication). 
3.20 Field Service 
Field service was performed by Time-Zero Corporation 
(Marshall Laboratories) personnel in accordance with the contract 
requirements of Article I, Paragraph 1.4 of NAS 5-11095. This item 
calls for field service to be performed as necessary at TRW Systems, 
GSFC, the associated experimenters facilities, and the Western Test 
-
- - -
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Range. All field service performed to date on the EP~5 Thermo 
Subsystem was believed to be complete and satisfactory. 
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4.0 	 CONCLUSIONS 
The basic contract requirements as delineated below were 
satisfactorily performed in providing 'an overall thermal system con­
trol for the F -22 Jet Propulsion Laboratory Magnetometer Experi,­
ment and'the F-24 Stanford University Antenna Experiment. 
a) 	 Coordination of the thermal requirements of the 
experimenters. 
b) 	 Designed and supplied the necessary thermal enclo­
sures and heating and control devices. 
c) 	 Performed tests to verify the thermal design. 
d) 	 Provided interface specifications and interface 
drawings. 
e) 	 Integrated thermal control subsystems on the experi­
ments (EP-5). 
f) 	 Delivered integrated thermal control subsystems and ' 
spares to the spacecraft contractor. 
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1.0 SCOPE 
1. '1 This procedure covers the nlUtual electromagnetic interference test 
requirements among experiment F -22, Triaxial Search Coil 
Magnetometer, and F-24, VLF Antenna. 
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
2. 1 The following documents of the latest issue and revision letter in effect 
form a part of this specification to the .extent specified herein. 








ML805900-101,102,103 N/C Cable, Interference Tesj 
ML52238 C Schematic Proportional 
Heater 
TRW Systems 
X232133 A Interconnection Diagram 
Experiment F-24 
X232131 A Interconnection Diagram 
Experiment F -22 
Lockheed 
R 76210 N/C Tri- Loop Antenna 
Assemhly 
GSFC 
GE1250106 N/C Appendage Interface 
Drawing J!:P- 5, OGO-F 
GJ1250070 N/C EP-5 Dimensional 
Control & Design 
Layout OGO-F 
GJl250Q22 N/C Assembly, EP-5, OGO-
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Specifications 
OGO 
Contract NAS 5-11095 
GSFC, "Specification for the Orbiting Geophysical Observatories 
S-49/50" (Latest Revision). . 
TRW 
STL Observatory Environmental Test Specifications D13353 
and D13354 (Latest Revisions). 
STL Experiment Interface Specification D13356 (Latest Revision). 
General 
Performance Specifications for each experiment of the OGO form 
a part of this document and will be used as a standard to judge 

the performance of the applicable experiment. 

Letter from JPL to ML dated 3-25-68, subject Interference Tests. 

Letter from ML to SU, dated 5-8-68, subject Interference Tests. 

3. 0 REQUIREMENTS 
3. 1 Test Equipment 
3.1.1 Standard The following test equipment (or equivalent) may be used. 
3.1. 1. ·1 Oscilloscope - Tektronix Model 545A. 
3. 1. 1. 2 Plug-In- Unit - Tektronix Type CA. 

Tektronix Type L 

3,1. 1. 3 D. C. Power Supplies 
3. 1. 1. 4 Precision D. C. Voltmeters 
3. 1. 1. 5 Precision A. C. Voltmeters 
3. 1. 1. 6 Sinewave Generator 

3; 1. 1. 7 A. C. Power Supplies 

3. 1. 2 Non-Standard. The following test equipment is not available commerciall 
3.1. 2. lOGO, F -24 Ground Support Equipment 
-SPECIFICATION NO.TITLEIIiRSHALL 
LABORATORIES Mut"al Environmental" Interfer- S 4656t'IRRANCE CALIFORNIA ence Test Specification for 
EP- 5 Integration, OGO- F SHEET 3 OF13126 
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3.1..2.2 OGO, F-24 Main Experiment Package 
}. L 2. 30GO, F-22 GSE Bench Test Equipment 
3. 1. 2. 4 OGO, F - 22 Main Experiment Pack?-ge 
3.·1.2.50GO, EP-5 Interference' test cables 
~f • c.' 
3.2 Expected Actual Interference Environment 
The Electronic and Mechanical Assemblies shall perform satisfactorily 
under the con!1itions expected to exist during time of operation ih orbit 
and be able to withstand, with no out-of-tolerance degradation, all 
environmental interference conditions expected to be encountered. 
3. 3 Simulation of E;nvironment 
Laboratory Environmental Interference Tests for Electronic and 
Mechanical Assemblies are intended to simulate conditions which are 
somewhat more se~ere than field conditions in order to provide better 
assurance of locating design deficiencies; however, the conditions 
are not intended to be Severe enough to exceed design safety margins 
or excite unrealistic modes of failure. Should such modes occur, 
.pertinent requirements will be waived in accordance with applicable 
procedures. The required Environmental Interference Test procedures 
'are .Qutlined in paragraph 3. 11. 
3.4 Test Facilities 
3. 4 .. 1 Apparatus and Conditions 
The apparatus used in conducting tests shall be capable of 
producing and maintaining the test conditions required, 
with the assembly under. test installed on or in the apparatus 
and non operating. Changes in apparatus conditions from 
the nominal conditions specified by' the appropriate test 
.procedure shall not exceed the assembly specification require­
ments or the requirements of Paragraph 3.6, 1 of this 
specification, whichever limits. 
3.4.2 Volume 
The volume of the test facilities shall be such that the bulk 
of the equipment under test shall not. interfere with the geneation 
or maintenance of the test conditions. 
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3.4.3 Standard Conditions for Test Area 
Conditions for conducting assembly functional tests shall be 
as indicated below: 
a) Temperature: 
b) Relative Humidity: 55 percent or less 
c) Barometric Pressure:Room ambient (Correct to 29.92 
inches Hg is fo specified in the 
applicable equipment specification). 
3. 5 Measurements 
All measurements shall be made with instruments whose accuracy 
conforms to acceptable standards and which are appropriate for the 
parameters measured and the environmental conditions concerned. 
The accuracy of the measurement equipment shall be verified by the 
supplier. 
3.5. 1 Tolerances 
The maximum allowable tolerances for test conditions shall 
be specified by the applicable test section in the Mutual 
Environnlental Interference Test Specifications. 
3.6 Performance Record 
Prior to conducting any of the tests specified herein, the assembly 
shall be subjected to a comprehensive functional test under standard 
conditions and a record made of all data necessary to determine 
compliance with the applicable assembly specification. These data 
shall provide the basis for checking satisfactory performance of the 
equipment during or after environmental interference tests. A 
.chronological log of performance data shall be available at one 
central location throughout the test program and shall be maintained 
by each experimenter to indicate accumulated running times suitable 
for reliability review. Three (3) copies of the recorded test data 
will be furnished to Marshall Laboratories upon complet~on of·testing 
by each participating experimenter. 
3. 7 Installation Check 
Following installation in the test apparatus and prior to test, the 
assembly shall be ins pected by each participating experimenter to 
sufficiently insure that no malfunction or dam?-ge was caused due to 
faulty installation procedure or handling. 
M MARSHAll TITLE SPECIFICATION NO. 
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3. 8 	 Criteria for Failure 
Degradation or change in performance of any assernbly which exceeds 
limits established by its specification' and applicable test procedure 
during any test period shall be considered as a failure. Testing shall 
be discontinued until the malfunctio!) (including design defects) is 
corrected. If the corrective action consists of simple repair, such 
as replacement with identiCal parts, the complete test procedure 
under which failure occurred shall be repeated in its entirety without 
equipment failure before proceeding to the next test. If corrective 
action, such as redesign, is required, the test procedure under which 
failure occurred shall be repeated as indicated above for repair action. 
In addition, if such redesign affects the results of previously completed 
tests, such tests shall be repeated. 
3.9 	 Failure Reporting 
Upon occurrence of a failure(s), as outlined in Paragraph 4.7 an 
immediate verbal report shall be made to Marshall Laboratories 
EP-5 integration Project Manager or his deSignated representative 
followed by a confirmation in writing to Marshall Laboratories within 
48 hours, 
3. 10 Test Instructions 
3·.10.:1 	 The mutual environmental interfer.ence tests will be performed in a 
magnetically shielded room at JPL. The test setup will be as shown 
in Figure 1. The F -24 Antenna shall be in a deployed staLe. The 
EP-5 assembly shall be placed in a Helmholz coil pair inside a 
mag'netically shielded room. 
The main body packages, GSE instrument, A. C. _ D. C. power supplies, 
voltmeters and other miscellaneous test equipment will be located 
outside the shielded room. . 
3. 10. Z This portion of mutual environmental interference tests 
will be performed with no excitation field applied to EP-5. 
a) Obs erve and record F -24 outputs with F _22 off. 
b) Observe and record F-24 outputs with F-22 turned on. 
c) Observe and record F-24 outputs with F-22 in various 
gain states and IFC modes. 
d) Observe and record F-24 outputs with heater on, off, 
and varying tempe rature range. 
e) Observe and record F -24 outputs with F-22 turned of£. 
f) 	 Observe and record F-22 outputs with F-24 off. 
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h) 	 Observe and record F-22 outputs with F-24 in operation 
with various data sampling ratE'. 
i) 	 Observe and record F -22 outputs with F -24 operating in 
IFC mode. 
j) 	 Observe and record F -22 outputs with EP-5 heater· on and 
off. 
k) 	 Observe and record F -22 outputs with F -24 turned off. 
3.10.3 	This portion of mutual environmental interference.tests will 
. be performed with VLF electric fields applied to F -24. 
a) 	 Observe and record F -22 outputs with F -24 off. 
b) Observe and record F -22 outputs with F -24 turned on. 
c) Observe and record F -22 outputs with F -24 in operation 
with various data sampling rat",. 
d) Observe and rec'ord F -22 outputs with F -24 operating in 
IFC mode. 
e) Observe and record F -22 outputs with EP-5 heater on and 
off. 
f) Observe and record F -22 outputs with F -24 turned off. 
3.10.4 	This portion of mutual environmental interference tests will 
be performed with [ow frequency magnetic excitation fie[d 
« 1 00 Hz) applied to F -22. 
a) Observe and record F -24 outputs with F -22 off. 
b) Observe and record F -24 outputs with F -22 turned on. 
c) Ooserve and record F -24 ouputs with F -22 in various 
gain states and IFC modes. 
d) Observe and record F -24 outputs with F -22 turned off. 
4 ..0 	 QUA~TY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
The requirements section of this specification form the Quality Assurance 
ProviS'ions. 
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVER Y 
"Not Applicable to this Specification" 
6.0 	 NOTES 
"Not Applicable to this Specification" 
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1. 0 	 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this report is to present the results of the solar­
vac design verification tests of the Experiment Package Five (EP-5) 
for the OGO-F Spacecraft. The tests were performed at TRW Systems 
during the period of 19 August 1968 through August 21, 1968. 
The EP-5 assembly contains portions of two experiments, F-22 
and F-24. Both are within a thermal equilibrium blanket and mounted 
to the +Y end of the EP-5 boom. 
This report covers a review of the tests performed on the 
following two "worst. case" orbit conditions, 
l. 	 The EP-5 is in total eclipse, shadowed by spacecraft. 
and heater power is r educed to 27 volts. 
2. 	 The EP-5 is receiving normal insolation (l. 0 sun) on 
its - Y a:nd - Z surfaces (45 0 inclin'e) and heater power 
is increased to 32.5 volts. 
2.0 	 EXPERIMENT PACKAGE FIVE CONFIGURATION 
The EP-5 as shown in Figure 1, is partially contained within 
an ll. 5" x 9.5" x 9.0" parallel piped thermal envelope. The F-24 
antenna extends beyond the thermal envelope and this is not maintained 
within the thermally controlled environment. The thermal envelope 
which makes up the electronics compartment, consists of multilayer 
aluminized mylar sheets and pure silk mesh arranged in a sandwich 
type construction with the mylar side facing out. 
Within the environmental controlled electronics compartment 
are the prototype se'l.rch coil magnetometer coils and preamplifiers 
for the F-22 Search Coil Magnetometer Equipment, developed by 
Dr. E. Smith of JPL and Professor Holzer of UCLA, and the prototype 
·preamplifier for the F -24 VLF Antenna Experiment developed by 
Dr. Helliwell and Dr. R. Smith of Stanford University. Because of 
the sensitivity of the experiments within the EP-5 to magl).e'tic fields 
and RF noise, a non-magnetic proportional heater is used as an 
active temperature control device. The EP-5 proportional heater 
developed by Marshall Laboratories, is bonded to the baseplate and 
provides heat to the experiments by conduction and radiation from 
the baseplate. Figure 2 illustrates the EP-5 temperature control 
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system. The electronics compartment has an acceptable temperature 
range' of _20°C to +50 0 C and a minimum internal dissipation of .22 watts 
when the internal temperature is 12°C. Between the temperature 
range of 6°c and 12°C the dissipation may vary from 1. 575 watts to 
.22 watts depending. on the position ,of the spacecraft relative to the sun. 
The heat dissipations for the EP-5 experimenters components 
were as follows: 
1. F-22 Search Coil 0.240 Watts 
. F-24 Preamplifier O. 0988 Watts 
To sense the temperature within the EP-5 package during solar­
vac testing 9 YS 1 44018 thermisters and 10 thermocouples we;;.e installed 
at vadous selected positions as indicated 1;:>elow: 
TMI & TC12 F-22 X-Axis Search Coil 
TM2 & TC13 F-22·X-Axis Search Coil 
TM3 & TC14 F -22 Y-Axis Search Coil 
TM'i & TC 15 F-22 Y-Axis Search· Coil 
TM5 & TC 16 F -22 Z-Axis Search Coil 
TM6 & TC17 F-22 Z-Axis Search Coil 
TM7 & TC18 EP-5 Base Plate, New Heater Control Thermisfo: 
.TM8 & TC19 F - 24 Pr eamplifier 
TM9 & TC9 F -24 Preamplifier 
TCI EP-5 Base Plate opposite end from Heater 
Control Thermister 
TC2 Relay Module 
TC3 PI Squib 
TC4 P2 Squib 
TC5, TC6 & TC7 Boom 
TC8 Cable 
TCIO & TCII F -24 Ejection Mechanism 
The experiment monitoring thermistors and thermocouples TCl, 
. TC2, TC9, TMI through TM9 and TC 12 through TC 19 were positioned 
inside the experiment. Two thermistors and/or thermocouples within 
each experiment ,Positioned at maximum separation to record the thermal 
gradient of each experiment components. 
All thermistor and thermocouple leads were brought out of the 
EP-5 assembly along side the EP-5 Boom and thermally wrapped and 
insulated by TRW. 
3. 0 	 TEST EQUIPMENT 
Equipment 
1. 	 Leed & Northrop 
Speedomax W 
Temperature Recorder 
2. 	 OGO-F Simulator 
3. 	 Leeds & Northrop 
Speedomax G 
Temperature Recorder 
4. 	 TRW Thermistor Thero­
meter Selector Box 
5. 	 Hewlett Packard 
DC Vacuum Tube 
Voltmeter 
6. 	 Hewlett Packard 
344DA Digital 
Voltmeter 
7. 	 Weston Instruments 
Power Supply 
8. 	 Lambda Power Supply 
9. 	 (4) SVE Ohmeter 

























11. 	 Thermistor test selector box with individual readout capability 
from a digital voltmeter in degree "C ". 
4.0 	 PRE-TEST MODIFICATIONS 
There were no pre-test modifications to the EP-5 assembly 
for 	this test. 
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5.0 	 PRE-TEST CHECKOUT 
The EP-5 Thermal Boom Assembly was suspended in the 
7 x 12 solar chamber as shown in Figure 3 and a pre-test checkout 
was performed as follows and the results were satisfactory: 
l. 	 Resistance check of test thermistors and heaters. 
2. 	 Calibrated thermistor test selector box and read­
out EP-5 thermistors at room temperature on digital 
voltmeter. 
3. 	 Radiometer board calibration of solar simulator. 
4. 	 Functional checkout of experiment. 
5. 	 Sealed chamqer door and evacuated chamoer to 
1 x 10-5 torr minimum. 
6. 	 Flooded shroud with LN2; shroud temperature: -1'850,c. 
6.0 	 PHASE I SOL.AR- VAC TEST EP-5 ECLIPSE CONDITION 
The first phase of the solar-vac qualification test was to simulate 
an eclipse or shadowed condition. Power was on to all experiments. 
The proportional heater power was set at 27. 0 volts. Reading of the 
sensing thermistors, heater voltage, heater current were recorded. 
Experiments were monitored throughout the entire test and data was 
recorded. 
Temperature curves of the experiment stabilization are shown 
on F.igures 4 through 8 for the eclipse condition. 
The EP-5 proportional heater performed satisfactorily for the 
eclipse portion of the solar-vac test. Maximum recorded current 
drain for the EP-5 proportional heater was 235 milliamps. The 
EP-5 stabilized with the proportional heater at 235 milliamps. This 
would indicate a heat loss for the EP-5 assembly during eclipse of 
6.32 watts. The temperature' stabilized·within the EP-5 assembly
00·between 11.7 C and -8.62 C. 
f.!6... .oIA S0"1R BC'AM tflJ 82 -. Page 7 
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7.0 PHASE II SOLAR-VAC TEST EP-5, SOLAR CONDITION' 
The second phase of the solar-vac qualification tests was 
to simulate solar conditions. During this phase 'of the test the 
- Y and -Z surface was subjected to insulation at 1. 042 sun intensity. 
Power was on to all experiments. The proportional heater power was 
set at 32,5 watts. Readings of the sensing, thermistors, heater 
voltage, heater current were recorded. The EP-5 experiments 
underwent a functional checkout prior to and after the solar-vac 
tests and during stabil ization period. 
Temper,ature curv,es of the experiment stabilization are shown 
on Figures 91:hrough 13, for the'solar condition. 
The EP-5 proportional heater performed satisfactorily for 
the solar portion of the solar-vac test. Maximum recorded current 
drain for the EP-S proportional heater was 183 milliamps. The 
EP-S stabilized with the proportional heater at 77 milliamps. This 
would indicate a heat loss of 2. S watts for the EP-5 asserr>bly during 
the solar condition. The temperature stabilized within the EP-S 
assembly between S. 38oC and 12. 180 C. 
8.0 SOLAR CALIBRATION 
The chamber solar simulator was calibrated under ambient 
condi~ions using a radiometer target board to obtain a 19 inch 1. 043 
suns constant pattern, and the maximum allowable deviations from 1. 0 
sun are ±100/0. In the pre-test calibration the average soIar ,intensity 
was 1. 043 sun (+4. 30/0 deviation). During the sun turn-on period the 
solar constant was maintained during the test within ±100/0 of the 1. 0 
sun value. The' post-test calibration indicated a solar intensity of 
1. 013 (+1. 30/0 deviation). The spacing of the radiometers on target board 
is shown in Appendix "B" 
9.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The results indicate 'that the thermal design will maintain the 
EP-5 assembly within the operating band of _20 oC and +SOoC during 
environment extremes. At no time during either phase of the solar­
vac test did the temperature in the experiments approach the design 
limits. It is therefore concluded that the ther,mal design for the 
EP-5 assembly is proven adequate for its intended use, 
M-t~~ ;"'y ';~.; ;~J~' 
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1 0, INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this report is to present the results of the thermal' 
analysis of the Experi:ment Package Five (EP-5) for the OGO-F Spacecraft. 
The EP-5 package contains portions of two experiments, F-22 and F-24 ' 
both within a thermal equilibdu:m blanket and mounted to the + Y end of the 
EP-5 boom. 
This report contains the heat transfer equations and results of 
two "worst case" orbit conditions. These conditions are as follows; 
I. The EP-5 is receiving normal insolation on its +X 
axis. 
II. The EP-5 is shadowed by the spacecraft. 
2.0 EXPERIMENT PACKAGE FIVE CONFIGURATION 
The Ef>-5, as shown i~ Figure 1, is partially contained within 
alI. 0" x 9. 5" x 9.0" parallel piped ther:mal envelope. The F-24 antenna 
extends beyond the thermal envelope and thus is not maintained within 
the ,thermally controlled environment. The thermal envelope, which 
makes up 'the electronics compartment, consists of multilayer aluminized 
:mylar sheets and pure silk mesh arranged in a sandwich type c'onstruction 
with the mylar side facing out. 
Within the environmental controlled electronics compartment are 
the search coil :magnetometer coils ,and preamplifiers for the F -22 Search 
Coil Magnetometer Experiment, developed by Dr. E. Smith of JPL and 
Professor Holzer of UCLA, and the prea:mplifier for the .F-24 VLF 
Antenna Experiment developed by Dr. Helliwell and Dr. R. S:mith qf 
Standford University. Becaus e of the sensitivity of the experiments within 
the EP-5 to magnetic fields and RF noise, a non-magnetic proportional 
heater is used as an,active temperature control device. The EP-5 
proportional heater developed by Marshall Laboratories, is bonded to 
the baseplate and provides heat to the experiments by conduction and 
radiation from the baseplate. Figure 2' illustrates the EP-5 temperature 
control system. The electronics compartment has an acceptable temperature 
range of ,_20 0 C to +50 0 C and a :minimu:m internal dissipation of .22 watts 
when the internal temperature is 120 C. Between the temperature range 
of 6°C and 120 C the diSSipation :may vary from 1. 575 watts to .22 watts 
depending on the position of the spacecraft relative to the Sun. 
3.0 ORBITAL CONDITIONS 
The orbit conditions used for this, analysis of the OGO-F EP- 5 

container are for an eccentric earth orbit with an apogee,of 1300 kilo­

meters and a perigee of 400 kilometers at 820 prograde. During the 
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range of therITlal conditions. These conditions vary froITl an equilibriuITl 
eclipse, caused by spacecraft shadowing, to the case of norITlally incident 
solar irradiation on the +X surface. In all of these cases heat inputs froITl 
earth albedo and infrared radiation are negligible. 
4.0 	 INTERNAL DISSIPATIONS 
The following are estiITlated power dissipations within the EP-5 
for various conditions of internal teITlperatures. 
1. 	 The three (3) F-22 Search Coil probes dissipate a total 
of .15 watts above 12°C and 1. 5 watts below 6°c. 
2. 	 The F-24 preaITlpIifier dissipates a constant 15 ITlilliwatts. 
3. 	 The EP-5 proportional'heater dissipates 60 ITlilliwatts 
above 120 C and 10 watts at 28 VDC below 6°c. 
5. 0 	 LIST OF SYMBOLS 
= 	 total cOITlpartITlent heat loss, BTU/hr. 
= 	 heat loss through the wire bundle and/or. bOOITl, 
of/BTU/hr. 
T. = internal teITlperature of the EP-5, degrees Rankine 
1 
2k/l 	 = conductance of insulation per unit area, BTU/hr_ft _oR 
= 	 area of insulation on the solar irradiated surface, ft2 
= 	 teITlperature of the outer surface of insulation on AI' 
degrees Rankine 
= 	 area of insulation + X, + Y, and ± Z EP-5 surfaces 
which radiate to space, -ft2 
= 	 teITlperature of the outer surface of insulation on A ,2degrees Rankine 
= 	 infrared eITlissivity of the outer surface of insulation 
-8 	 2 
= 	 Stefan - BoltzITlan constant (0.173 x 10 BTU/hr - ft 
°R4) 
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= solar absorptivity of the outer su'rface of insulation 
s 
, 	 Z 
H 	 = solar constant at earth's radius (44Z ± 16 BTU/hr - ft ).
s 
The property values used for the following a~alysis are listed below 
,~ k/ I = 	O. 010 ~: ~~~ BTU/hr _ ftZ o R, e, = 0.75 + .04 and 
= Z4 	 +.09
",c ci. o. 4S 
-. 0 
* Data furnished by TRW Systems. 
6.0 	 CONDITION I ANALYSIS 
The assum.ed, conditions where the EP-5 compartment is receiving 
normal solar irradiation on'its +X surface." This anally:sis ,is 'base'd:Ol:1 
the' following as s umptjollS'l urI. rn,: c, '" s: 
1., 	 The EP-5 compartment is in thermal equilibrium when 
the orbital position causes normal solar irradiation of 
the +x surfac.e;;,.J.l·i. ...'l(~b ... 
Z. 	 The inner surfaces of the insulation and the electronics 
form one isotherm~l system. 
3. 	 The heat flow-along the boom and wire bundle is but of 
the respective,package and is assumed to be 3.0 BTU/hr. 
Based on the above. assumptions the following equations describe 
the heat flow through the EP-5 compartment walls for this orbital condition. 
1. 	 qL = qB ,+ (k/l) Al (Ti-T ) + (k/l) A (Ti-T )I Z Z
't1 4Z. 	 (k/ll Al (Ti-T ) =eIQA T - as,A HsI I I 
3. 	 (k/l) A (Ti-T ) =e!3 A T4Z 	 Z Z 
Nominal Values 
Using n.ominal values for the listed properties and a value 
of T. = 45 0 F which is the mid-point of the proportional heater cycle, the 
solutions of the above equations' yield the following values for the EP-5 
electronics compartment. A typical curve of the proportional heater 
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0 0	 0 oT 1 = 535 R (75 F), T 2 = 220 R (_240 F) 
and qL 	= 10.02 BTU/hr = 2.94 watts 
6.2 	 Adverse Tolerances 
When adverse tolerances are applied to the above property 
values, solution of the above equations yields the following for the EP-5 
compartment. ­
0	 0T 1 = 593 R (133 F) 
o 0
T2 = 234 R (-226 F) and 
qlL = 9.48 BTU/hr = 2: 78 watts 
6.3 	 Summary 
For the case where nominal values are used for the 
solution of the above- equations, the maximum heater gower required 
to maintain the compartment temperature. (T.) at 45 F is 2.72 watts. 
When adverse tolerance is applied to the shield: property values, the 
maximum heater power requirement is reduced to 2.56 watts. Both 
of these conclusions are less than the internal dissipations of. 22 watts. 
Sin~e heater power is required for all of the above conditions, the 
equilibrium compartment temperatures will fall between +4~'t and' 
+126 (;, thus no radiating area will be required for the EP-5 package 
electronics compartment. 
7.0 	 CONDITION II ANALYSIS 
The assumed condition where the EP-5 compartment is totally 
shadowed by the spacecraft in eclipse. 
1. 	 The EP- 5 compartment is _in thermal equilibrium 
when its orbital position causes the spacecraft to 
shadow the compartment from the sun. 
2. 	 The inner surfaces of the insulation and the electronics 
form one isothermal system. 
3. 	 The EP-5 compartment temperature is 45 0 F, the mid­
point of the proportional heater cycle. 
4. 	 The heat flow along the boom and wire bundle is out of 
the EP-5 electronics compartment and is estimated to 
be 8.0 ± 1 BTU/hr. 
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. • 1. 
BaseF on the above assu:mptions the 'following equations describe 
the heat losses fro:m the EP-5 electronic co:mpart:ment for this condition. 
1. qL = qB + (k/l) A2 (T -T )i 2
2. (k/l) A2 (T -T ) =e (] A2 T/i 2
7.1 No:minal Values 
Using nominal values for the listed properties and a 
0
value of T. = 45 F, which is :mid-point of the proportional heater cycle, 
the soluti6-ns of the above equations yield the following values for the 
EP- 5 electronics co:mpart:ment: 
o 0
T2 =.217 R or -243 F 
qL = 16. 75 BTU /hr = 3. 9 watts 
7.2 Adverse Tolerances 
When adverse tolerances are applied to the above 
property values, solution of the above equations yields the following 
for the EP-5 co:mpart:ment: 
0T 2 = 234 R or -226of 
qL = 18.8 BTU/hr = 5.5 watts 
7.3 Su:m:mary 
For the case where no:minal values are used for the 
solution of the above equations, the :maxi:mu:m heaterJ'.0wer required. 
to :maintain the co:mpart:ment te:mperatures (T.) at 45 F is 2.3 watts 
with the F -22 proportional heater functioning full on and 3. 8 watts 
with the F-22 proportional heater off. When adverse tolerances are 
applied to the shield property values and the F -22 proportional heater 
is not functioning the :maxi:mu:m heater power will be 5.4 watts. Both 
of these conclusions are less than the internal dissipations of 1. 6 watts. 
8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on this analysis the EP-5 flight configuration will :meet 
or surpass all the ther:mal environ:mental require:ments which :might 
be :met during the OGO-F orbit. During the life of the vehicle, the 
te:mperature within 6he EP-5 electronics co:mpart:m.ent can be expected 
to range between +4 C al:\d ..+l2oC: 
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The average spacecraft heater power required for EP-5 during 
an orbit will vary over the range from 2. 72 watts to 5.4 watts depending 
on its orbital position to the sun. 
Therefore, the nominally ten ,(10) watt heater st,rip within the 
EP-5 proportional heater will be a~ple to support the desired thermal 
environment within the EP- 5. electronic compartment plus provide 
quick recovery when required by orbital condition change. 
9.0 	 REFERENCES 
L 	 Thermal Analysis of Standard Boom-Mounted Experiment 
Packages, aGO Program, Contract No. NAS 5-899; 
TRW laC 9723. r -127, dated 14 September 1962. 
2. 	 Kreith, Frank. Radiation Heat Transfer. 'Scranton, 
Fenn.: International Textbook Company, 1962 
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1. Component Stress 
The extent to which each component is stressed is calculated under 
the worst case conditions for each parameter rating of each 
component. The calculations are done separately because of 
the fact that all parameters of a component are not stressed 
at the worst case level for a single operating condition. A 
component stress summary table is included at the end of this 
section. 
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At T = +lOoC, R '= 3SKO 
T 
At T = -18°C, RT =70KO 
At T = +S4°C, R = 10ROT 
y+ = l4.3Y = Regulated amplifier voltage 
Q - 2N929l 
Worst Case: T=-18°C, YBE, Y ' YCECB
 
T = +S4oC, fe' P d 

Maximum Ratings; 
Y = SY I = 30 maBE ' emax. 
Y = SOY P = 240mw @ T = S4'oCCB dmax. 
YCE = 4SY 
R y+ 

Y = 4 = (2l.S)(14.3) =3.37Y 

B R +R 70,+2l.S
T 4 
+ (1S)114.3)Y = Y _y' R6 Y 
-.SSY= lS+24.9 =S.37-.SS=4.82Y
E .BQ2 BESatQ2 = R + R 
, 2 6 
Y =14.3YC
 
Y = 4.82-3.37 =-1. 45Y OK Y = 14.3 -3.37 = 10. 93Y OK
BE CB 
YC~ = 14.3 -4. 82 = 9.48YOK 
R y+
4 
-.55 (21. 5) (14. 3)Y - -.55R4 + RTB YBE(ON) 21.5 + 10I = = = = 180 f.La OK G (Sl) 51R5 




Q - 2N929 
Worst Case: T=-18C,I ,P° 
c d 
Maximum Ratings 
V = 5V I = 30 rnaBE CInax. 
P = 300mw @ T = _18°CVCB = 50V dmax. 
V = 45VCE 
(21. 5) (14. 3) 
- .55 = 9.. 2V
= - VBE(ON) = 21. 5 +10VE VBQl 
V C = 14.3 V 
V = 9.2 -5.37 = 3.83 V [Stressed only during turn o~ OKBE 
= 
V~B = 14.3 - 5.37 = 8.93 V OK 
-. 
VCE = 14.3 - 9. 2V = 5: 1 V OK 
5.37-.55 
= 95fJa OK= 51 . 
P d = negligible 
= 
Q - 2N2412 
3 
Worst Case: T = +lOoC (Switching), P d 
T=-18C,I° 
c 
T = +54°C, VBE' VCB ' VCE 
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V = 5V I = 200 rnaBE cmax. 
VCB = 50V P = 360 mv @ T = -IS
o Cdmax. 
VCE = 40V 
V =14.3V-V =11.2 
B 	 r CR4 
+ 	 ­VE=V -V =14.5-6.2=S.IV 
ZCRI 
V = 0+ 
C 
V = 14.3- 11.2 = 3.1V OKBE 
= 
VCE = S. IV OK 
VCB = 	14. 3V OK 
+ 
-VV - V ZCRI CE(Sat) Q3 
IC = 
Rin Q	 = (R ) (13 + 1) Q X (\3 + 1) Q =-(2.2) (21) (26) = 1. 2K[)
4 9 6 4 

14.3-6.2-.2 
 7.9V 4 6I C = 	 .51 .+ 1. 2K = 1. 7K = . rna OK 
P d = (4. 05V)(2. 3m,a) = 9.3 mw OK 
= 0 
at 10 C 
Q - 2NI7114 




T = +54 C, VBE' VCB' VCE 
Maximum Ratings: 

V = 7V I = 600 rna
BE Cmax. 
V = 75V P = 500 mw @ T = 10°CCB dmax. 
VCE = 50V 




vC = 14.3 V . 
V = 0+ 
E 
VCE = 14.3 OK' 
VCB = 14.3 OK 
14.3 - .6 - . 7 - .2 13.2 
= = ~ 28 llla OK 470 470 
p' . = (6. 6V)(14111a) = 92.5 lllW (safety factor of 51dlllax. t:: 'J 
= 
Q - 2N14865 . 




VBE always safe (= VBE(on)) 
Maxilllulll ,Ratings: 
VB~ ,; 6v 
VCE = 60V P = 20 watts @ 10
o Cdlllax 
V . = 80V 
CB 
+V C = E - V = 42 -. 7V = 41. 3VfCR3 
V - V = 15V
B ZCR2 

= V ZCR2 - VBE(sat) = 15V -. 7V = 14.3V
VE 
VCE = 41. 3V =14. 3V = 27. OV OK 
V = 41.3 -15V = 26.3V OKCB 
=::::.,.. 
I = IC Q + IC Q = 28 rna + 4.6 llla = "32. 6 llla [Only during turn on]C lllax 4 lllax 3 
P d'= I VCE= (32. 6111a)(27v) = .89W OK !?nly during turn o~Clllax 
---
-
6 Q - 2N1486 Page 7 
Worst Case: VCE' VCE 
+ ' oT=-18C, E = 42V, IC 
max. 
T = +lOoC (Switching), p 
dmax.VBE(Not Stressed) 
E+-V 
CE(sat)Q6 42-.4 41.6I OK70.6 + 2.0 = '72.6 = 575 maCmax. 
r; ':lP = (14V)(290ma) = 4. 1 watts LSaiety factor of 5~dmax. 
Vc = 42V 
V = +0B 
V = 0E 
VCE = 42V [Safety factor of .6J 
V = 42V OKCB 
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Rl - 130K, 5%, 1/4 watt 
oWorst Case: T = -18 C 
IR = ICQ = 95fLa 
, 1 2 (worst case) 
P = (IR )2 Rl = (95 x 10- 6 / (-130 x 10 3) = (. 009x 10- 6) (130 x 103)d 1 
= .117 mw 
R2 - 24.9K, 1%, 1/8 watt 
Worst Case: None 
v+ 14.3 
= = 360fLa24. 9K + 15K 

,2 6 -3.2 3
P d = IR (R ) = (.3 x 10 ) (24.9 x 10 ) = 3.24 mw22 ' 
R3 - 6.8K, 5%, l/4watt 
Worst Case: E+ = 42V 
E + V 
ZCR2 42 - 15 
= = 3.95 ma6.8KR3 

2 6 -6 3
Pd=(I ) (R )=(1 xl0 )(6.8xl0)=110mwR 33 ,­
for nominal (+28V) input voltage 




P d =(1.9 xlO) (6.8xl0)=27mw~1/l0Pdmax. K 
R4 - 21. 5K, 1%, 1/8 watt 
oT = +54 C 
14.3 45 
10K + 21. 5K =. ma 
-3 2 3P d = (.45 x 10 ) (21. 5 x 10 ) = 4.35 mw 
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RS - SlK, S%, 1/4 watt 
Worst Case: 
(21. SK)(14. 3) _ SSVIRS :' 'RT + R4 - VBE(ON)Ql 
lo.K + 21. SK' = 9. 2SV = . IS :rna
= ~~~S~l~K~~----- SlK 
RS 
P d = (. IS x 10~3)2(Sl x 10.3 ) = 1. 7:rnw 
R6 - lSK, 10/0, l/S watt 
Worst Case: None 
-6 2 3P =,(36o.xlo. ) (1Sx1o. )=2:rnwd 
R7 - 470.0, S%, 1/4 watt 
Worst Case: Power Turn-On 
+ 
V -VZCRI-VfCR4-VBE(ON)Q3 
= 64;o.V = 14.3 :rna (Transient) R7 

-3 2
P =.(14.3 x 10. ) (470.) = 96:rnw (Transient) OKd 
RS -12K, SO/O", 1/4 watt 
Worst Case: T = +S4oC 
__ __ 14 3 6 2V+-VZCR1IRS RS - . 12~ . =. 7S :rna 
-3P =(S.IV)(.7Sxlo. )=6:rnwd 
R9 - 2.20, 30/0, 1. 2S watt @ SSoC, 2W @ 2SoC 
Worst Case: T = -IS ° C, E+ = 42V 
IR = ICQ = S7S :rna [Only during turn on G.low te:rnperature] 
9 6 (worst case) 
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P = {. 575)2 (2. 2) = 715 mw ( )
d ~ S. F. of -3. @'iooc 

For nominal (+28V) input voHage ~ 
+ 
V -VCE{sal)Q6 28 -.4 
I = = = 340 rna 
R9 R Heater +R9 78.6 +2.2 
P d = (. 34)2{2. 2) = C. 12){22) =' 260 mw = 130/0 of P d max." [Only during turn:.. on= 
oWorst Case: T = -18 C 
IR = ICQ = 28 ina 
10 4(worst case) 
-32 @ 0P = (28 x 10 ) (470) = 370 mw = 19% of P max. 10 C 
d d 
Rll - 510n, 5%, 1/4 watt 
IR = ICQ = 4. 6 rna 
"11 3(worst case) 
" -3 2 " 
P d = (4. 6 x 10 ) (510) = 10.8 mw 
CR - 1N753A, V = 6. 2V + 5%, I :max. = 60 rnaI Z - r 
o
Worst Case: T = -18 C 
I CRl=ICQ ". +I =4.6ma+.75ma=5.4ma 
r R3(worst case) 8 (worst case) 

P d < 10% of allowable P d 

CR - IN718A, V = 15V + 5%, I max. = 21 rna2 Z - r 
o +Worst Case: T = +54 C, E = +42, I max 
+ r 
E = -28V (Reversed Supply Voltage), If max. 
I - I . "= 3.9 rna 




= 27.3 = 4 ma ~ P .( 20% of allowable P 6. SK d max. d 
CR - FDS28, V = . 7V, If = 115 ma 3 f max. 
oWorst Case: T=-lS C 
. I fCR 3 ·= ICQ = 32.6 ma , P d max.< 20% of allowable P d5{worst case) 

CR - FDS28, V = • 7V, If = 115 ma 
4 f lllax. 
Worst Case: T = -ISo C . 
C - :033"f, 35 wvdc1 ~ . 
+V = V = 14.3 VC 1 
C~ - 4. 7/.1.£, 35 wvdc 
. V = V = 15V 
C z 
z CR2 · 
C ~2. 2/.1.f, 50WVDC3 

V = y+ = 14.3V
CE . 
C -1000p£, 100WVDC4 
+V < V = 14VC4
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FIGURE 2 












































VBE VCE Vc~ 

29"/0 21 "/0 20"/0 
18"/0 11"/077"/0 * 
6 2 "/0 20"/0 29"/0 
5"/0 2 9"/0 19"/0 
44"/0'5"/0 33"/0 
5"/0 70"/0 53"/0 
-
..
* TransIent CondItIon 
ML 306-1 












































D. C. Operation 
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Worst Case Voltage Gain 
Stage #1 - Differential Amplifier 
Specifications: 
o
1) 	 hFE = 70 at T = '_20 C, Ic = 50 .... a 
w~th safety fador of-two, use hFE min = 35 
, 	 . 0 
2)_ VBE{On) =. 55V ±80 mv@ -8 C, Ic = 50 .... a 
3) - Assume max. o~fset (VBEl- VB,E2) = ,80 my. 
¥.Below Threshold' 
= Av = Rin (Q3) 
(Q3 ON) 1 ~.Rs+ r Q \ 
\~ e l} 
1. 7K ' Where, Rin (Q3) = Rin of Q3Av1 	= (- 9. 35 ) = 1. 1 
2 	 35 + . .520 = ,(~ + 1) Q 3 X 1RCRl + re Q3) 
, , 
= 	(26) (40 + 26) = 1. 7KO 
R R6 ZR 	 = = 9.35 KO 
s R6+ R 2 
26 26 
r 	 Q = -= = 5200 
e 	 1 Ie .05 
+ ' Above Threshold¥- V 	 - VCQ2 
= 	AvIQ3 OFF) 	 1 
_ 	VBlVB2 
130KAv 	 = = 93
, 	 1 1.4K 
« "Threshold" is defined as the point where transistor Q changes from3 

cut-off to conduction. As the'_temperature moves below the threshold, 

transistor Q begins to conduct and power is dissipated in the heater strip.6 
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Stage #2 - PNP Inverter 
Q - 2N2412 ,Specifications:3 
, 	 0 
1) hFE = ;;0 at T = -20 C, Ic = 1 ma 
with safety factor of two, use hEmin = 25 
, F 0 
2) VBE Sa.t = . 7V ± . 1 V @ Ic = 1 ma, T =0 C 
26Av 	 = where R =R + r Q =40 + -- = 66 02 e CR e 3 1 ma1 
RL = R9 (~+'1) Q 6 X (\3 + 1) Q 4 + Rll 
= (2.2) (21) (31) + 510 = 1. 9KO 
1. 9K = 31Av 	 = 2 66 
Stage #3 - Emitter Follower 
Q - 2N1711 Spe cifications:4 
o 
1) hFE" 60 at T = -20 C, Ic = 1 ma 
with safety factor of two, use hFE min = 30 
Rin
Av 	 = 
where Rin = R9 (\3 + 1) Q X (\3 + 1) Q3, 6 4 
= (22) (21) (31) = 1. 4KO 
1.4K 
= 	 = .741.4+.51 
Stage #4 - NPN Inverter 
Q - 2N1486 Specifications:6 
o1) 	 hFE =40 at T = -20 C, Ic = 500 rna 
with safety factor of two, use hFE min = 20 
R' Heater 78. 4 




Total Open Loop Voltage Gain (Worst Case) 
Below Threshold AT = (Av ) (Av ) (Av ) (Av )l 2 3 4
(Q ON) = I!. 1) (31) L 74) (36) = 910 
Best Case Voltage Gain 
Use hFE = 10 X(worst case) 
Stage # 1 
Be1qw Threshold 
= Rin 0311 R1 
2~~S + reQ1) 

where Rin 03 =- (~ + 1) Q X (R + r e Q3)
3 CR1 
= (251) -40 + . ~~ = 650KO 
(650) (130) = !lOKnRin Q3\1 R1 = 650 + 130 
!lOK 
Av = 851 2(9.35K 65) = 250 + . 
Above Threshold 
(Q3 OFF) Av = = = 1001 I.3K 
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Full Power Output - Low Extreme 
1) Vo =f7VBQ - - (VBQ - , lAo HiVBQ ) 	 VBQ \L\. 2 (Hi) 1 : 2 1 Threshol<!J 
(28V) (R9) (28) (2,2)
2) Vo = = 	 = .78VR Heater 78.6 
. + 
(1. 02)R V6 
where Vo = V V = 	 = 
eQ	 . 98R +1. 02R
. BQ2(Hi)6 	 2 6 
(15.3)(14.3) 
= 5. 52 .24.4 	+15, 3 
A ( 	 .) = open loop voltage at emitter of 
o 	Hl 




(, = 78.6 - = 4340 

Vo =.\VBQ (~:BQ1)AO(Hi) - (. 048) (A~(Hi) = . 78V. 
2 
(4340) (5.52) - (4340)VBQ - 407= .78 
1 
V _23,8..!.L = 5.48V 
BQ = 4340
1 
+V -	 V R 
__---'o=--.....:4=__ = • 78 + (14.3- .78) (21. 5) " 5.48VV = Vo +BQ R + R4 	 R + 21. 51 T	 T 
R = 	 ~8. 82) (21. 5) ~ 40KO 
T 4.7 
This 	is the smallest value of thermistor (R ) resistance for which theT 
heater power output will just reach its maximum. 
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Full Power Output - High Extreme 
-1(: \ . 1) -l Ao ' (Lo),Vo -L VBQ - VBQ } - (VBQ 
_ Z 1. \ Z Threshol<L. 
(Z8v) R9 

Z) Vo = = .78v where v = V -
R Heater o eQ6 
+
'. 98R6 v: (14.7)(14.3)
'y = = = 5. 25V25.5+14.7BQZ(Lo) 
Ao !Lo) = open loop voltage at emitler of 
Q = A T (Lo)R9 
6 R Heater 
(91P) (2. Z) 
= = 25.578.6 
1) Vo = (VBQ (Lo) - V BQ) Ao(Lo) -0. 1 Ao(Lo) = . 78V 
Z 




= 130.67 ~ 5.12VVBQ 25.51 
(V+- Yo) R9 
= .78 + (14. 3 - . 78) (Zl. 5)V = Vo+ = 5. 12VBQ ~+ Z1. 5
,1 , ~ R4 
(9.18) (21. 5)R = ~ 46K 
T 4.34 
This is the largest value of thermistor (R ) resistan.ce for which. the heater
T
power output will just reach its maximum. 
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Worst Case Operating Range -(RT)VS(Po}E+ = 28V) 
Low Threshold = 36. 5K - . 66K = 35. 8K 0 
High Threshold = 36: 5K + . 66K = 37. 2KO 
Full power output point - low extreme.= 40KO 
Full power output point - high extreme = 46KO 
For; 
RT = 35. 8K, T = +13.0o C = 55. 4°F 
o
RT = 37. 2K, T = +12 C = 53. 6°F 

RT = 40.0K, T = +lloC = 51. 8°F' 

R =46.0K, T= +7o C = 44.6 ° F
T 
Maximum Power Output 
+ 
E -VCEQ 
I 6sat 28 -.4 
CQ6 = R Heater + R9 = 78.6 + 2.2 
27.6 342 

P =(.342)2(78.60) = 80.8 = ;rna 

o . 
P = 9.2 watts (nominal) 
° 
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INPUT - OUTPUT CHARA~TERISTICS 
FIGURE 3 
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Comp3risoa Between Degrees Centigrade and Degrees FaTucnhcit 
Deg. Dec:. Dez, Dc~: 1Deg. DCI:: II-neg. Deg. De!). DC!:.!' DCf:.j Deg.C. ,F. C. F. C. F. C. F. C. P. C. P. 
-- -1----1-­
-40 -40.0 8 46•..; ,56 1.52.81 10';' :ag.::! IS:2 305.6]1 200 39z.o 
-39 -38. 21 9 .;8.2 57 r34.61 r05 2':!I.O 153 307"!1 201 393.8 
-38 -36. .,;. 10 50,0 58 C36.4 t06 2:>2.8 154 309.21 202 395.6 
-37 -31.6 II SL8 59 1,38.21 107 22-1-.6 ISS Jtl.o, 20,3 397.4 
-36 -32.81 Z2 53.6 60 qO'OI lOS 226.4 156 3'I2.8, 20';' 399.2 
-35 -31.0 IJ 55.4 61 [,fr.B log 228.2 157 3 1.j.. 6i 205 40[.01
-34 ..... 29·2 1-1- 57.2 62 143.6, 110 230.0 ISS JIG.4 206 40!.8 
-33 -27·4 IS 59.0 63 14S.4j III 231.81 159 318.2 :207 404.61-3~ -25.6 IU 60.8 64 147.21 112 233.6 160 320'°1 208 406.4 
-31 -23.8 17 6:2.6 65 Ltg.o, lI3 235·4 rSr 32I.81 :209 408.2 
-30 -22.0 IS 54.4 66 150.8. :II4 237.21 162 323.61 210 ';'10.0 
-29 -20.2 19 66.2 67 1S2.6jIIS 239.Oj 103 325.4! 2LI 4U.8 
-28 -18.4 ~ 20 68.0 68 154.4 u6 240.8 164 3:27.2 2:12 413.6 
-27 -16.0 2t 69.8 6~ 156.21 :trr 242.6 165 329.0 213 415.4 
-20 -14.8 22 7l.6 '10 15S.0/ tIS 244.4 166 330.8 2[.t 417.2 
-2$ -13.0 23 73.4 71 [59.8 Il9 246.2 167 332.6 215 419.0 
-24 -Il.2 24 75.2 72 161'~ 120 248.0 168 334.4 216 420.8 
-23 - 9·4 25 77.0 73 163."; 12I 249.8 169 336.2 217 422.6 
-22 - 7.6 26 78.8 i4 165.2 I22 25[.6 no 338.01 218 424.4 
-21 - S.S 27 So.6 75 167. I 123 253.4 171 339.8r 219 .126.2 
-20 - 4.0 28 .82.4 '16 168.81 124 255.2 112 J.tI.51 220 428.0 
-19 - 2.2 29 8..;.2 77 170.6 125 257.0 113 3.f.3.4 221 429.8 
-18 - 0.4 30 S6.0 18 1,/2.4 126 258.8 114 345.2 222 431.6 
-I7 + '1.4 3t 87. 8 79 114.2 127 260.6 175 3+7.011 223 433.4 
-16 3·2 32 89.6 So 176.0 128 262.4 176 348.8 224 435.2 
-IS 5. 0 33 9t.4 81 t77.8 r29 264.2 1'17 S50.G 225 437.0 
-14 6.8 34 93.2 82 t79.61 130 266.0 178 352.4! 226 438.8 
-13 8.6 35 95.0 803' t8t.4 131 267.8 179 354.2 227 440.6 
-12 10·4 36 96.8 84 18J.2 132 269.6 ISo 356.0 :21.8 442.4 
-II 12.2 37 98.6 85 185.0 IJ3 27I.4 IS[ 357.81 229 444.2 
-10 14.0 38 [00.4 86. [86.SI 134 273.:1 182 359.61230 4.;.6.0 
- 9 :"5.8 39 102.2 87 I88.6j 135 27:>.0 183 361.4 23~ 447.8 
- 8 17.6 40 104.0 88 190 411J6 276.8 184' 36J.2 232 4.~9.6:~ ~~:;I :~ ~~;:~ :~ ~~;:~ ~~~ :£~:: :~~ ;~t~1 :~! 1~~:; 
1- 5" 2J.0 43 [09.4 91 195.8/ 139 282.21187 363.6 235 455.0 
1- 4 24.S 44 III.21 92 197.6 :qo 284.0 18S 3704 236 456.8 
1- 3 26.61 45 tIJ.o1 93 199·4 141 285.81 189 372.2 237 458.6 
-:z 28. 41 46 u ol .SI 94 20I.2\ 142 287. 6/ 190 374. 0 238 460.-1 
- 1 30 •2/ 47 It6.6 95 203.0 143 289·4 191 375.8 239 462.2 
o 320 48 IlS.4 96 20.1-.81 144 29I.2 19:1: 377.6 240 46';.0
1I+ t. 33.8 j 49 120.21 97 206.6 145 293.0 193 379·..; 241 465 8 35. 6 So 122.0 98 203 . ..; 146 294.8 194 381.2 242 467.6 
1I .; 37·4 St IlJ.3!'99 210.21 147 296. 6 195 38J.0 243 469.4 
4 39. 2, 52 U5. 6 100 212.0, 148 298.4 IgG J84.81 244 471.2 
5 41•01 S3 127.4 101 213.81 ,1491300.2 197 386.61246 474.8 6 42.81 S4 I:!9. 21 102 ::U5.61 ISO 302.0 198 388·4 2.;.8 478.4 
7 4f·6 55 131.0 103 217.4 lSI 303.8 199 3go.2 250 48:LO 











'to so cO 70 So-'{O -.!O o 
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CUrrent required for full power output. 
Base drive, Q 6 current req~irernents - using liFE .safety factor ~f,2. 0 
+Worst Case - E = 32Y = Input Voltage 
RHeater = 700. 
R = 20 
9 
Y = .2YCEI·sat) Q6 

niinQ6 = 20 

y+-y . 
1.= CE(sat) = 32 -.2 
= 440 rnaC : RHeater+ R9 70 +2' 
IC 440rna 
Required base drive. for Q saturation = 
-S- = - 20 . = 22 rna6 
R y+ 
6· -.63 (14.7.)(14.3) -.63 
YBQ2 - YBE(sat)Q2 
= 
=_R_6~+-=R::-2_·.___ = (14.7)+(25 .. 4) _ 82fLa 
RS S6K 56 
IbQ = (2S)( 17) = 425 fLa 
4 
IbQ = (S + 1) Q';' (\Q ) = (31)(42SfLa) = 13.2 rna 
6 4. . 
IbQ (Worst Case) = 13.2 rna 
. 6 
IbQ (required for full output) = 22 rna .•, Q6 will not saturate under worst case 
6 conditions 
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Current required for fup power output. 
Base drive, .0 cur.rent requirements - using hFE .safety· factor = 1. 56 
+,
Worst Case: -E = 32V 
RHeater = 700 

R = 20 

9 
VCE(sat)Q6 = .2V 
40 
flmin. Q6'= 27 = 27 
flmin,. Q =~~ =40 . 
4 	 1. 5 
50 .' 
flmin. Q = - = 33 1/33 	 1. 5 
V+-V '. . 
I =' CE(sat) Q6 = 32 -.2 
= 440 rna 
C. RHeater + R9 70 +2 
'I C 440.maRequfred base drive for Q satur.ation = 	 = 13.2 rna6 	 flQ = 33.36 
Current required (S. F. = 1. 5) 
I = I -IbQ3 CQ2 R1 
V . - V .VCQ2 BQ2 BE(sat) Q2 
= 	 = 
R5 	 RS 
1bQ =(33.3)(17) =566 ....a 
. 4 
1bQ = (fl + 1) Q (l ) = (41) (566.... a) = 23ma4 	 eQ46 
1bQ = 23 rna: 
6 (worst case) 
1bQ (required for full output) = 13; 2 rna - Q will produce full power output under6••





where Re =RC~l :- ~e:Q3 = 40 + :aT = 2. 6KO 
RL =[R9 (~~ 1) 66 (3'+~) Q4 + Rll 
, , 
=82,2) (201) (301) + S10 
RL = 133K 
=Sl 
Stage #3 




AV3 = 133KO+SI0 ::;: 1 
Stage #4 
R Heater 
= 78. ~ = 36Av' = 4 2.2R9 
Total Open Loop Voltage G,air; (Highest Case) 
Below Threshold AT = (85)(Sl){1){36) = lS6,000 
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Voltage Regulation (Worst Case) 
Whe~ the input voltage (E+) is at minimum value (=23v), resistor R3 
must supply en'ough current to bias zener CR2 below the knee of its 
V-I characteristic and to 9-riye transistor Q5 under its maximum. load 
condition. 
Or 2 I + IZTCR2 eQ5(max) 
( +1) min Q5 
++ V -VZCRI+for E = 23V, I I = V + 
eQ5(max) eQ4max R2+R6 R8 
23 -.2 .313I = = 15 rna
eQ4max R Heater(Lo) + R 9(Lo) '70. 8 + 2. 0 . 21 
21
( +1) Q6 min. 
V+ 1'4. 3 
= = .36 rnaR2 + R6 40K 
+ 
V -VZCRI 8. r 
= = .75 rnaR8 12K 
I . '" 15 rna + . 36 + . 75 16 rna
eQ5(max) 
IZTCR2 (from Mf'.s specs) '" • 25 rna 
16 rna
• 5 rna + '" 1.27 rna21 
E+ V (Lo)- ZCR2(Hi) 23 - 15. 8 7.2 
= = 1 rna7.1K 7.IK 
R3 provides insufficient current for proper voltage regulation. 
R3 should be changed to a lower value in subsequent units. 
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III. AC Stability Analysis 
Worst Case Conditions: 
1. 	 Voltage gains of each transistor stage are at highest' 
levels. 
2. 	 Minimum gain bandwidth (f ) figures are used for all transistors. 
. T . , 
3. 	 Miller enhancement of collector output capacitance (C b) in stages 
where voltage gain is present is assumed constant witR frequency 
(thus neglecting effect of gain roll-off). 
4. 	 Nominal component values are used. 
Using the above conditions, on A. C. equivalent circuit for the open 
loop is derived.. The loop is broken a(the emitter of transistor 06 
producing. a unity feedback: configuration. 
The transfer function for this circuit is d~rived from the equivalent 
circuit and the frequency response is plbtted in figures and 
At the point' where the loop gain A drops to Odb, thc phas e shfft is 
1-600 • Under the worst .case conditions specified above, this is an 
'acceptable figure for phase margin. In s)lbsequent configurations, 




2N929 .= I3max. = 350 
Cob =8pf 
C = 12pfib 
Ro~ r lr R l = 1MOIIr'30K= 1l0KOc 
R. = 2 p, (. 65) = (2) (350)(.65) = 450KIn r 

f @ \ = lOj1a = 4. 2mc
T 
RL . 110K 

2r e 2.6K 85 . -6 1 . 





= 1 + S . 1 + S 
2n50x10 3 314 x 103 
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Stage Q 2N24123 

rb =. 4000 C ~b'= 12 pf 

C = 8 pf
ib 
R Q = rb + r e (~tl) = .400 + (2. 6}(250}:::; 650KOin 3 
r (r -r i 
e e e + 2 6K + 2.6K(997K)
= 
.. 100K+2.6KR + r +rg e 
R Q = 4K + 2. 6K + 25.4K = 32KO 3 
. I' 
(Atl) (Cob) + C = (51}(12)+ 8 = ib 











51A = 3 1 + S 
1'-5-:-.'::;7=-x-'-10-'6 
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ob f3rnax = 300 
C = 80ib 
r· + rb g 26­ + 400 +32K = 2.60 + 1080'
= f3+l lOrna 301 . 
R = 1. 08KO:::: lK 
o 
R Q =.rb + (R + r )(f3+1) =' ~OO t (840 + 0)(301) =253KOin 4 L 
fT = 300rnc @ I c = 1 rna 






Stage Q ,2N4866 
C = 46 pf f3max. = 200
ob 
C = 150 p~ib 
fT = lOme @ I = 500ma 
, e 
'A 1 1 

l' f3 = ~ = 2 IT lOme =' 62:8,x 106 

1 ' . 1 1 
= = 1 + S T 1 + S ' 
62.8x10 6 
(A+1)(C ) = (37)(46pf) = 1700 p£
ob
R. = rb + ((3+1)('; +R ) = 4000 + (201)(2.2)1n . e L 
R. = 8400
1n 
'r + R 
R.' =r + b g = 0 + 400 + 1K = 1. 4K = 70 




- 3R21.5;x:10 T 
(Let Rr = 36K) 
_625 




G2 = R1R2C1C2~2 + S RIC1+RIC2+R2CI + 
R R C C1 2 1 2 
G ";::
2 
-61 + S (470)( .. 033 x 10 ) 
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Worst Case 	Threshold 
' = y+± 100/0 - Y ± 100/0 +YBESatQ3± 300/0 +V ± 300/0YBQ -YBQ ZCR 	 fCR42 1 Threshold __~1~____~______________~_____________ 
, tWorst case )Av ' 1 above threshold, 
= 14.3 ± 1. 43v - (6.2:1: .62 + .6 ± .2+ .6 ± .2) 
_' (14'. 3 - 7,4) *,2. 5Y _ 74 ± 26 mvYBQ 	 931 Threshold 
R y+
Y = Y , + Y 6BQ 	 BQ YBQ BQ = = 5.374 - .074 +,.026 
, 1 Threshold 2 I' Threshold 2 R6 + R2 
'= 5. 3Y ± Z6 	 mv 
R y+
4 (21.5) (14.3) Y	 = = = 5.,3, R = 36. 5KBO 	 R +R R + Z1:5 t1 Threshold t 4 t 
IZ1. 5) (14.3)
\ , 	 = 5.3 T . OZ6, bRT = 3800'36.5 + i1·R	 + 2. 15T 
At threshold, R T =(36.5+ . 38~fbr perfectly 'matched 'Ql'-
Effect of YBE offset in Qi & Q2 
Assume worst case temperature coefficient for YBE (Ql & QZ) ,= 1. 0 mv/ oC 
, 	 ' 0 0 
Over the range of operation, 0 C to 20 C, maximum f;;YBE (T) 
o 0for Ql' and 	QZ = 20 C X Imv/ C = ZO mv 
Y -Y =5.3Y±26mv±20mv=5.3Y± 46m, 

BQ2 BO l Threshold 

At threshold, RT =~6. 5 ± . 660'(worst Case) 
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3211253K = 28K 

:z = o---vvv---r---o 1 1 + .......;:S,--_
3 I-.L 112 110 X 10­
.92 

1· + S 

325 x 10 3 

1 K II 840 =455.0. 
1 
=:Z4=.~ 1 + S 
112 
T 2000 x 10- (455)(2 x 10- 9) =2x10- 9 
.46 

._ 1 + S. 

1. 1 x 106 
,'AA2 	 A3 ° A6°1 	 °2 °3 4 4 
S 
,625 21 1 + 6.4x10" '45 1 1 1 
° = X X 	 X X X 1 X )(Total 	 S S S S S1 + S 1 + 	 1+ SS 5 1 + 320 1 + 6, 8x10 6 1 + 3, 2x10 I 1 + 3, 2x105 	 1+1.1xl06 6, 3xl(7,4x104 3, 14x10 
, ' . 
'Total = (,625)(21)(45) = 600 t::> 56db 
,-----"1 1-----, 	 ,----, 
1 Gjl 1 , q2. I 	 , ~3 I 

,'3Zk 1
I'10K 	 I121.'71< , 	 , 
, I: lowl : :(:i'0}l bl4pt : 	 ~ ,.l1Dpt­
j'1 Rr 14501<11 
I 1 -: -:' 
i 
I 1410< T ir 	 : T fr3K 
L _____ ~ ,L_'___· _~ 	 L_'__~ 










BODE L4;3Li LA-I WEt;; 1/3(/6'6 
, , 
F(HZ-) Am'p L I J uP:E £:M» 'AtVGL~ [\)EGt-S 
• I 
-G· 71109 12-5 ,i 12.541 

, 15s4SQ 
-9·2.5064 e-s • 17'33M3 

.251 189 -1·S{'d63 £-4, .2.lf2:61?5 

.39g107 
-3.15666 6-4 ,',44>10 2.1 

" f.30957 
-7.15256 1£-4 ,7101!J45 

t , -I ' (Z@43 £-.3 \,12526 

l,58LjS9 -4·242<33, £-3, I. n30~ 

2.51 Its') • 
-1.@5734 G-Z 2.. '02.46/ 
3.gs107 
-2.64,340 6.-2. 4.47126 

G·30<JG7 ·.C366oSI :7.064'19 

10. 
-. I 63893 I I . I 133 






39.13107 -2...r~bG52 3g. (j 537 

6-:'. g 9S 7 -4;(132.2.5 51 ... 752­
I_<d€! • 
-6·135203 b3'( 744 

J58 • .qS<J 
-10·'>1.764 72.473~ 

~S I ' 1~9 -14·02% '79.0155 

39\l'.!07 '-17·9182- <;l3·48@7 

630·957 -21 • 'il742 %.6175 

100€$· 
-25. <153 89.0473 

15134.1>9 -2.9.8361 , 91.2gg3 

, 25! 1 , 89 
-33·13697 93.WS36 
39\31 • en -3)·758) 97.Li@'36 
6309.57 
-41 .6'743 163·034 
1000€>. 




- .54· 5091 15A .1(J49 
39g18.7 -Gt • I \ 5& 132.11 

63695·7 ~G9.3832 213.'.)37 
 Computed Response
100000. -79.&2.39 257.b'<!.3 
158439· -92.2g21 295. ~7- Proportional He2.ter­
2.5, r 89. , -U~G.562 
, 
:;:3 I. 56t} 
Model ML 306-139(>107. ~ I 2.2. • '19'0 365.437 

630957. 
- I 39.924 396.642 

f .00000 e 6 -15"·593 42-3.25& 

\.58489 E 6 -( n;. 195 447·'697 

2.51 )1l9 E 6 -192.59'2. 472.·1&7 

3·98107 E 6 -2.19.96-2- J{Q6.lbl 

6.30957 e 6 ,.2.42..693 52h.@I!! 









The, following component changes are recommended for improved performance. 
A. Change Ql' Q to 2N2484 (were 2N929)2 
A!ivantage: 	 Increased hFE; min, 2N2484 = 80 
2N929 = 70 
'B. Chang,e Q to 	2N2907A (was 2N2412)3 
Advantage: 	 Increased hFEmin 2N2907A = 70 
2N24l2 = 50 
Change Rl from l30K, 50/0 to 270K 
Advantages: a)' 	Increased voltage gain (X2') of differential amplifier 
resulting in reduced threshold variation. 
b) 	 Increased base current (X3) for Q 3 resulting 
in improved base drive for Q6. 
D. Change R 5'from 5lK% to 51. lK 10/0 
Advantage: Reduced uncertainity in collector current.Ql' (:22. 
E. Change Cl 'from. 033 rtf to .33 rtf" C4 from. 001 r<f to .01 rtf. 
Advanbtpp'o 	 Improved A. C. Stability. The pole and zero 
produced by C,l is moved one decade lower in 
frequenc.y. Mo~ing the pole produced by C4 
down on decade w.i1l cause it to be camcelled by 
the zero. The open loop gain will' then roll-off 
at 20 db/decade an be below 0 db before·.the higher 
frequency poles begin to have an effect. 
F. Change R3 from 6.8 IK, 1/4 w, 50/0 to 3. 6K, 3w, 10/0 
Advantage: 	 Impl'oYed voltage r.e'gu1ation under worst ca~e conditions. 
Present value provides insufficient current under low 
voltage (+23V) input. 
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It is recommended that the following components be exchanged for 
components which are more commonly used at Marshall Laboratories: 
CR2: Change to IN965B (Was IN718A) 

CR3,4: Change to IN645A (Was FD828) 

C2: Change to CSR13G225KP (Was I50D475X9035B2) 

C3: Change to CSR13G225KP (Was I50D225X0050B2') 

R2: Change to RN55C2492F (Was CG1/824. 9K -1%) 

R3: Change to RWP-19-3. 65K -1% (Was RC07GF683J) 

R4: Change to RN55C2152F (Was RC07GF1/421. 5K-1%) 

R6: Change to RN55C-502F (Was CG 1/8l5K-1%) 

R9: Change to RWP-19-2. 2 0 _1% (Was G-1-2. 2 3%) 














V. D. C. Operation (ML306-3) 
Worst Case Voltage Gain 





1) hFE = 80 at T = -20 C, Ic = 50 i'a 
with safety factor of two, use hFE min = 40 
o 
2) V BE (0;,,-) = .55 V ± 80 mv @ 10 C, Ic = 50 p.a 
3) Assume max. offset VBE1-VBE2 = 80 mv 
Below Threshold 
2;4K 
= 1. 6 Where R. (Q3) = R. of QIn In 32(9.35 + .520)
. 40 . 
= (fJ + 1) Q3 x (RCR / reQ3) 
= (36) (40 + 26) = 2.4KO 
R6R 2 
R = =9.3SKO 
s R6+R 2 
r Q = 26 = ~ = ·5200 




= A = 





Stage #2 - PNP Inverter (ML306-3) 
Q 2N2 907A Specifications:3 
1) hFE = 70 at T = -20°e, Ic = 1 rna 
with safety factor of two, use hFE min = 35 
2) VBE Sat = . 7V ± . 1 V @ Ic = 1 rna, T = 0°e 
26 
where R =ReR + r Q = 40 + 1 = 66 (J 
e 1 e 3 ' rna 
= (2.2)(21)(31) + 510 = 1. 9K(J 
A 1. 9K = 31 
V2 = 66 
Stage, #3 - Emitter Follower 
Q4-·2N1711 Specifications: 
1) hFE = 60 at T = -20°e, Ic = 1 rna 
with safety factor of two, use hEmin = 30 
. F 
RL (~+1) (31)(21)(2.2) = .74 
= 
R9 + rb + (RL+ r e)(~+l) 500 + (31)(21)(2.2) 
Stage #4 - NPN Inverter 
Q6, - 2N1486 Specifications: 
1) hFE = 4'0 at T = _20°C, Ic =500 rna 
with safety factor of two, use hFE min = 20 
R Heater 78.4 
= = 362.2R9 
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Total Open Loop Voltage Gain (Worst Case) 
Below Threshold' AT(Lo) '" (AVl)(AV?)(AV3)(AV4) 
'" (1.6)(31)(.74)(36) '" 1320 

A~(LO) '" Gain at Q Emitter'" (1. 6)(31)(, 74) '" 376 
Best Case Voltage Gain 




where R Q '" (~ + 1) Q x (R +-r Q3)in 3 3 CR1 e 
= (351) 40 + -26\ '" 910K 0\ .Ov 

R Q I'R _-(9 10)(274) ",'210KO 

in .3 i 1 - (910) + 274 

*"Threshold is defined as 
210K the point where transistor 
= =160 Q changes from cut-off
z(.9.35K + 65) 3to conduction. As the\ 350 . 
the temperature moves 
below the threshold, 
R '" 9. 35K transistor Q begins tos 6
conduct and power is dis­
sipated in the heater strip 
r Q '" ~ '" 87001 
e 1 .04 t 
Q 26 '" 430Q
,r 2 = :06e 
Above Threshold * 
274K 




whereR = RCR1 +re Q3=40+ .01 =2.6K e 
= (2.2) (301) (201) + 5100 






= 133K 0 
133KO 
AV3 = 133K + 510 ¢;::} 1 
Stage· #4 
R Heater 78.6 
= = 362.2R9 
Total Open Loop Voltage Gain (highest case) 
Below Threshold 	 AT(Hi) = (160)($1)(1)(36) = 290,000 
AO(Hi) = Gain at emitter of Q 6 
= (160)(51)(1) = 8,100 ---"'78db 
Worst Case Threshold Page 45 
IWorst case \ 
\ above threshold,: 
=VBQ -VBQ 
Z 1 Threshold 
. , 
= 14.3 + 1. 43V - (6. Z + . 6Z + .6 + . Z + .6 + . Z)
_. - - ­
(14.3-7.4) -!- Z. 5V = 35 + 13 m.vV - V = BQ BQ 195Z 1 Threshold 
I 
V = V -V) +V =5.374- .035 + .013BQ1 Threshold ( BQZ BQ1 Threshold .BQZ 

= 5,34V + 13 m.v 

(Z1. 5)(14. 3) 
= = 5. 34, R = 36. 5KV = BQ R + Z1. 5 t1 Threshold t 
(Z1. 5)(14. 3) 
= 5.34 +.013, L:.IR = 3800T 
. ( ~ 
At threshold, RT =\36. 5 :!: . 38; for perfectly m.atched Q j , Q2 
. EffectofV offset in Q &QBE 1 Z 
Assum.e worst case tem.perature coefficient for VBE (Q1 & QZ) = 1. 0 m.v/·°C 
Over the range of operation, OOC to ZOoC, m.axim.um. t:,VBE(T) 
for Q 1 and QZ = 20°C x 1 m.v/° C = ZO m.v 
- = 5. 34V:!: 13 m.v:!: ZO m.v = 5.34 ± 33 m.vVBQ VBQZ 1 Threshold 
At threshold, RT =~6. 5 ±', 66i' (Worst Case) 
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Full Power Output - Low Extreme 
1) v= [(v -v) - (v - v 1 l A o H'1o \ BQZ(Hi) BQ1 \ BQZ BQ1j Threshol~ 
(Z8V) (R9) (Z8)(Z.2) = .78VZ) v = = 
o R Heater . 78.6 
+(l. OZ)R V 
6
where v = V V = = 
o eQ6~ BQZ(Hi) 
(15. 3)(14. 3) 
= 5. 5ZZ4.4 + 15.3 
Ao(Hi) = Open loop voltage at emitter of 
AT(Hi) R9 
R heater 
(290, OOO)(Z. Z) 
= = 810078.6 
v = (v -V)
o BQZ(Hi)' BQ1 
(8100)(5.5Z) - (8100)V -178 =.78BQ1 
44,600 
= 5. 50V8100 
V+- V R 
o 4 (14.3-. 78)(Zl. 5)
= .78 + = 5. 50V 
RT + Z1. 5 
R = (8. 82)(Z1. 5) I:X 40K (J 
T 4.7 
This is the smallest value of thermistor (R~) resistance for which the heater 
power output will just reach its maximum. 
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Full Power Output - High Extreme 
1) v = [(vBQ V - V A 0 - VBQ1) - BQ2 ' BQ1 0(10)2 Thre S holJ 
(28V) R9 
2) V = = .78V where V = V0 R Heater o eQ6 
+ 
. 98R6V (14.7)(14.3)V = = = 5. 25V25.5 + 14. 7BQ2(Lo) 




= = 3778.6 
1) V = V - V ) Ao(Lo) - o. 48A (Lo) =. 78Vo o( BQ2(Lo) BQ1 
(5.25)(37.0) - VBQ (37) - -cao = .78V 
1 
193. 1V = = 5.21 VBQ 371 
(14.3 -'.78)(21. 5) 
= 5.21 V 
RT + 21. 5 
This is the largest value of thermistor (R ) resistance for which the heater
T power output will just reach its maximum. 
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Low Threshold = 36. 5K - . 66K = 35. 8K" 
High Threshold = 36. 5K + . 66K = 37. 2K" 
F:ull Power Output Point - Low Extreme = 40K" 
Full Power Output Point - High Extreme = 46K " 
FOR: 	 RT = 35. 8K, T = +13. OoC = 55. 4°F 
RT = 37. 2K, T = +l2oC = 53. 6°F 
RT = 40. OK, T = +lloC = 51. 8°F 
RT = 46. OK, T = + 7°C" 44. 6°F 
Maximum Powe2" Output-
Po = VCQJ 2 R Heater 
+ 
E -VCEQ 
6 sat 28 -. 4 
= 
R Heater + R9 78.6 + 2.2 
P = (.342)2(78.6 ) 
° 27.6 
= 342 ma80.8 
P = 9.2 watts (nominal) 
° 
Worst case range ± 10% of nominal = 8.3 to 10.12 watts 
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Com;nrison n~twccn DI:f,rCC3 Centizradc :lad Dc~i'(~cS Fabtcnhdt 
Do,. D,c. n".1 n'.·1 n,c. D'.·l D,o. noc· n,.. ·n'o·1 n"'1 n". 
c. F. C. F. C. P. C. F. C. F. I c. F. 
----·--1----1-­
-40 -40'°1 S 46 . .J ;S61 t3~.SI IO~ ~I9.z! IS2 .,305 6 zoo 39.?o 
1
-39 -.38. 2 1 9 ~8.21 57 I~4.611 105 ~z~.o IS'> J07.,!. 'ZOt J9~.8 
-38 -36,..; 10 .,:,0.0 58 [.)6.4 IQIj. .;>_.S 154 30<). _. ::02 39,).61 
-37 -3;.6 j It 51.81 S9 133 '2j 107 2:q..6 ISS JtI.o: :::!oJ 397.'; 
-36 -32.81 12 S3'6~ 60 I;O'Orl I~> z.?6.4 156 JIZ.S; 20-1. 399.2
' 
-35 -31 '°1 I3 55·4 6: q!.S; 109 228.2 157 3 t.J.. 6j 205 40t,O1
-34 -29,2 q $7.2 62 t.tJ.G1 ItO 230'°11 ISS Jt6''''1 2013 40.?8 
-33 -27.41 IS 59· 63 14S'';j III 2,51.8 159 318.21 207 40~.6 
-J~ -25.61 xo 60.8 64 Q7.21 III 233.61160 320.°1 20S 406.4 
-SI -23.S, 17 62.6 65 qg.o, IIJ ZJS • .; I6r 32t.~1 209 408.2 
-30 -22'01 IS 6.; . .; 66 [so.S[ 1I1- 137'~1 162 323.0j ::!IO 410.0 
-29 -20.2 Ig 66.2 67 152.61 !IS 239.0, 163 315'';1 2II 4II.8 
-28 -18.4 _ 20 6S.0 68 IS~.4 tIS 140.S1 16.; 327.2 2[2 413.6 
1
-27 -16.6 ::H 6g.8 6~ IStl.2! Il7 241.61 I6S 329.01 213 415.4 
-26 -14.8 22 71.6 70 ISS.0 IrS 24~.4 166 J3o.81 .214 417.21
-25 -13. 0 23 73·4 71 !59.8i II9 246.2 167 332.6, uS 419.0 
-24 -It.2 24 75.2 72 [6[.61 120 24S.0 ISS 3J~.41 216 420.S 
....23 - 9·4 25 77.0 73 163.41 I21 149.8 169 336.2 2I7 412.6 
-22 - 7.61 26 78.8 i4 r65.2 122 2'51.6 I70 .33S.01 2IS 42-1-.4 
~2! - S.S 27 So.6 75 167.0, 12J 253.4 I7! 339.81 u9 420.2 
-20 - 4.0 28 .82',4 76 [6S.S1 124 ~55.2 172 341.61 220 .p8.0 
-19· ~- ::.2! 29 84.21 17 170.6' 1'15 25i.O 173 J·t-3.4 22[ .P9.8 
-IS - 0.41 JO 86.0 is [72.4 126 258.8 174 3 . ;5.2 222 431.6 
-I7 + 1·4 87.8 ~ '74·' "7 ,60.6 t7S 347'°11"3 433.4
::! ~:~ 3~~ 
I 
~~:; ~: :i!J ~~! }ii:: Imm:!11 ~~i ~~:i 
-13 8.6 35 95.0 83 [St.4 IJI 267.8 179 35';'.2 227 4~0.6 
1
-u 10.41 36 95.8 8-1- t8J42, 132 269.6 tSo 3S6'01 228 -Hz.-I­
-II 12.2 37 98.6 8S 18S.Oj 133 27(.';' ISC 3.57'~1 229 44;.: 
-10 14.01 .;;8 100·4 86 r86,SI 134 273.2 IS2 .;;sg.b Z';;O 4-46.0 
- 9 7oS'SI 39 [02.Z\ 87 Iss.G'1 13S 275.0 ISJ 36[,41 23[ .HI.S 
- 8 17.6 40 tOt.o, 8S 190.41 13G 276.8 1St .;;63.2 23z 449.6 
- 7 19.41 41: [05.81 89 [92.2 137 27S.6/ 185 .;;65.°1 233 45.(.4 
- 6 21.2 '42 107461 90 [9.;..01 t38 280.4 186 .;i6c.3 ~34 453.2 
- S 23. 0 43 109.4, 9! 19S,SI 139 2S2.tj 181 0368.6 235 455.0 11
-" 24.8 4-1- [u. 2j 92 197'°1 1";0 18-1-.°1 xSS 310.41 zJu 456.3. ~ - 3: 26.61 43 uJ.o~ 93 199.,;, 1';1 :335.5. ISg 372.::: :37 455.6 
- 2 28 . .;, 45 It4,8:1 9t 20I.~1 I';2 2S7.6 190 37-4-. 01 23S 400.4 
1 
- % ;~::I !~ ~~~:~II ~~ ~~~:~~ ~1~ ::~:; ~~~ ~~;:~ll ~~~ ~~~~~ 
I+! 33. 81 49 no. 21' 97 20G 61 145 293.01 193 379·4 24I 465. 8 .. 35.6, 50 U2.0 I 98 208''';1 q6 29±.S 194 JSC.2 242 461.61 
.3 374 .J:1 S1. I.Z3. 31 '99 2Io,zl 147 190.61 195 383.01 :Z";J 469.4I 
" 39. 2 52 125.6 100 21:2.0 ' I.;8 293.41 1.96 38-1-.S] 2H 471.21 115 41.°1 S3 127·"; IOI H3.S , 1";91300'21 191 386.6, 2.;.6 474.816 4"%.8, S4 t29.Z, 102 lIs.61 ISO 30~'01 Ig8 3S3.41\ 2..;3 .US.4 
'1 44. 61 55 IJ1.01 103 21744 151 303.S 199 390.211 250 481.0 
FIGURE 12 Centigrade to Fahrenheit 
Conversion Chart 
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Current Required fot Full Power Output 




'Worst Case - E = 32Y = Input Voltage 









~ min Q 6 CO 20 

y+- Y 
CE(sat) 32 -.2 
= 440 rnaIC = R + R = 70 + 2Heater 9 
440rnaRequired base drive for Q saturation = = = 22 rna6 20 
I = I --I 
bQ3 CQ2 R1 
R y+
6 -.63 (14.7) (14. 3) _ 63
-Y -Y R6 + R2BQ2 BE(sat)Q2 (14.7) + (25.4) . 
= = ----:::-:-:--- = 56K 56RS 
82 - 7.60 8 8 
= tl a - 268K = 2 -2 p.a = 54\ca 
IbQ = (35)(54) = 1. 9 rna 
4 _ 
IbQ = (fl + 1) Q (I ) = (31)(1. 9rna) = 59.0 rna4 bQ6 4 
IbQ (Worst Case) = 59.0 rna 
6 
IbQ (required for full output) = 22 rna.'. Q will produce full power output under worst66 .... "'" C! "" .,-. .......... ..l.:; 4-.; ........ 
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Voltage Regulation (Worst Case) 
When the input voltage (E+) is at minimum value (=23V), resistor R3 
must supply enough current to bias, zener CR2 below the knee of its 




or 1R3min.>- Z 1ZTCR2 + (13+1) min Q5 
+V - VZCR1r +, 2 V I '-"'I = __V:.,+_ +TO\" E = 3 , _ )
eQ5(max) eQ4(max R 2+R6 RS 
+ 
E - VCE(sat) Q6 23 - .2 .313 I = = = !=:2 15ma
eQ4max 70. S + 2.0 21RHeater(Lo) + R 9(Lo) 21(f3 +1) Q6 min. 
V+ 14.3 
= = .36 ma40KR2 +R6 
+V -VZCR1 S. 1 
= = .75 ma12KRS 
1eQ5 (max) = 15 ~a + .36 + .75 = 16 ma 
1ZTCR2(from Mf's specs) ~. 25 rna 
• 1 . >,. 5 rna + 16ma = 1. 27 rna 
~ ~ R3 llllll 21 
E+ V (Lo) - ZCR2(Hi) 23-15.S 
= = 2.0 ma:> 1. 27 ma3.6KR 3(Hi) 
:. R3 provides sufficient current for proper regulation. 
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AC Stability Analysis 
Worst Case Conditions: 
1. 	 Voltage gains of each transistor stage are at highest levels. 
2. 	 Minirpum gain bandwidth (f ) figures are used for all transistors.T 
3. 	 Miller enhancement of collector output capacitance (C b) in stages 
where voltage gain is present ,is assumed constant wit£. frequency 
(thus neglecting effect of gain roll-off). ' 
4. 	 Nominal component values are used. 
Using the above conditions, on A. C. equivalent circuit for the open loop 
is derived. The loop is broken at the emitter of transistor Q producing6 
a unity feedback configuration. The open loop gain is down'to -6db at 
30 KHz. At this frequency, the phase margin 'is::> 45 0 which is a satisfactory 
figUre' for conservative design. 
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2N2484 ~:max. = 400 
C = 6 pi
ob 
C = 6 piib 
Ro"" re I\Rl = IMO \\ 274K = 215KO 
R. = 2~ (.65) = (2)(400)(.65) = 520K
In 
f (@ Ie = 10fla)= 40 ~eT

Al 160 1 

T= = ===-=­~ iT 40:me 250KC 
A = 160 = 160 
2 I+S I+S 
21T250x 103 -=-1-"'.5=-7=--x-lC":076 
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Stage Q 3 2N2907A 
rb = 400 (J 








R. Q =rb + r (~+l) = .400 + (2.6)(350);::; 910K (J
m'3 e , 

'r ( r -r ) 106 
 2. 6K (997K)
R Q = r (I-a) + r + R e + c + e = -Q- -I- 2. 6K + 
o 3 c e r rb OJ 2'l5K + 2. 6K g e 
(A+l) (C b) + C' = (51)(6)· + 20 = 326 pf
o 1b ' 







526pf I 910k 
51 
A3 = 1 + S 
-25---'=-x-lC'C'0-t.6 
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Stage Q 2N17114 
C = 25
ob 
13 = 300 
max. 

rb + r 
g 26 400 + 19KR = r + = 
-cl:-::-'-m-a- + = 2.60 + 645 o e 13+l O 301 
R = 649 ~ 6500 
o 
R. Q = rb + (R + r )(13+1) = 400 + (840 + 0)(301) = 253KOIn 4 L e 
l ofT = 300mc(@ Ic = ma) 
fT 300mc 
f = = 1 = 300mc (Neglect 13 roll-off) 
c A4 
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Stage Q 2N14866 

Cob = 46 pf 

c. = 150 piIn 

~ . = 200 

:max. 
fT =10:mc @ I =500:ma 
c . 
1 1 
= (2,,) 10:mc = 62.8 x 106 
1 1 
:: 1+ S1 + S T~ 
62.8 x lO6 

(A+.1)(C ) = (37)(46 pi) = 1700 pi

ob
R. = rb + (~+l)(r + R ) = 4000 + (201)(2.2)In e L
R. = 8400In 

rb + R 
g 400 + 1K 
= 1. 4K = 70R = r + = 0 + 







~-~---4~------O = G 1 ' Rl 
RT I 
(Let R = 36K)
.T 
3 
21. 5 x 10 RT 
.625 
= 1 +.,SjRT (Z.15 x 1O-4il= 1 + S 
7.4xl03l31 . 5 x 103 + RT::J 
Z15K 910K 

326 pi R1 = 175K 
RZ _ 470.QI C2 
G -Z -
R R C C r-S + S(R C +R cll1 Z 1 Z 
Z 
1 1+R l C 2 2L \ R R C C + 
I Z 1 Z 
(1 S 103)+ 6_4 x 
G = Z 
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19 (\ 253K = 18K 








1 + S 
5 x 105 

6~0 'I1\ 840 = 3600 

G = 4 1 + S 





= 1 + S 
1.4xl06 
G G GA3 A6G A Z 3 -!"41 Z 4 s 
.6ZS 160 X, 1 + 6.4'x 103 ' Sl 1 1 1 
= x , X X X 1 X XTotal S S S S S S S! 1 + 6. 6XfOb , 1 +Z. Sx10f 1 + SxlOS 1 + 1. 4xl06 1 + 6. 3x1\ : .. 1+7.4x103 1 + 1. S7x10
6 (1 of: 1. 8:1'01 
Total = (. 6ZS)(160)(S1) = soso = '(4 db , 
...-,- ------"1 .--'-----, r-6':)-'I Gi I I I GJ2 I ' II ' I 
i 
i 1.p;;l< I ' 119K I 
I, ,-L.:n I ' 'I I 
\1L0k I 
'),'Jb~'f 'I J 1 I TI)~ J'pf' I IIIDI ~ .01 - 1 
: RT I Mf T?Z?k i ;410121 T 1 rf T l~;i;:~k910kl : 
. =1 I -= _1 "'7 ~ --'I -, -= ,L ______ -.1 _'I _~ _____J L_' __" 







Open Loop Response 
Proportional Heater 
I I Model ML306-3 
, , 
, 
Ii I ,I' 'd 
','" 
()q 
,~ll ,(, '" 
"'111" ''' 
"1' a-,,I t, , i '" 
" 
I.! ; : i l I!, N~ 
' , i': I"








lQ'Z. I(f", \04 (06,F(!-l-c.) 
- -b ......... ~ ..I,...} 

t4YERS 8:38 LAI FRI 2-/1212/68 Page 63 
FCHZl A~'lPL I TUDE [DB) ANGLE CDEGR 
.01 1.33514 E-5 ~199937 
1.5fl489 E-2 -6.67572 E-5 .316874 
2.51189 E-2 -2. 67r~29 [-4 .5022-'4 
3.98107 E-2 -7·72476 E-4 _ .7-;591-­
6.30957 E-:-2_ --2.03991 E-3 1.26131 
• 1 
-5.22'?32 E-3 1.9':1856 





-3.31945 E-2 5.00937 

-.39SHJ7 _ 





I -.499271 19.236 

1.584S9 
-1015959 - 28.9427 

2.51189 -2.47673_ 41.2238 

3~98t07 -4.6703 54.2359 

6.3121957 -70 672!i17 65.5491 

10. -11.2005 73.9508 






39.8107 -22.8789- 85.6327 

63.13957 -26.8629 87.003 

10121. 630.8512 87.7331 

158.489 -34.83'36 87·9874 

2510189 -38'.7955 87.8548 

39801137 -42.71 t 87.4264 

938 .957 -46.5439 86.9516 





2511.89 -57.8043_ 90.1043 

398!~fJ'f>' -6'1';,'6995" 92".9277 











398113.7 -82.8202 138.498 

63095.7 -88~3361' t 62. 952 

10130913. ":95.1965 194.826 

158489. -1133.91 232.85"/ Computer Respo:'lse
251/89. -114.853 274.456 Proportional Heater 
398HJ7. -128.1397 316.066 Model ML306-36313957. 
-1430343 355.345 

1.00000 E 6 -160.28 392.244 

1.58489 E ,6 
-178.771 427.322 

2.51189 E 6 -198.743 461.066 

3.98107 E 6 -220.214 493.947 

6.313957 E 6 -243.28 52'5.478 

1.13130130 E 7 -267.935 554.1364 

'H1Ea 13 SEeS. 
BYE 
LAl FlU 2/02/68. 
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Summ.ary - ML 306-3 
A. 	 D. C. Operation - Satisfactory; The unit will perform properly 
under all" conditions of tem.perature and component variation. 
The unit may be guaranteed to operate within the range shown 
in Figure 
B. 	 A. C. Stability - Satisfactory; Open loop gain is down to -18db 
when the phase shelf reads 180°. 
ITEM 6 

GSFC CORRESPONDENCE REFERENCE (Partial) 

MARSHALL 
LABORATORIES ~ ::~SldlarY of Marshall Industries 
3530 Torrance Boulevard, Torrance, California 90503 : Telephone (213) 371·3501 
10 January 1968 
68-1044 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
Attention: Mr. M. Stephens, Code 246 
Contract Negotiator 
Subject: Preliminary Interface Drawings EP-5, OGO-F 
Reference: Contract NAS 5-11095 
Gentlemen: 
In accordance with contract ARTICLE I paragraph 1. 3. 1 submitted 
for your approval are the attached preliminary interface drawings 
of the Thermal Subsystem for EP-5, OGO-F. Contracting Officer 
approval of these drawings pursuant to paragraph 1. 3:1 is requested 
prior to January 26, 1968 to preclude any schedule slip. 
Very truly yours, 
. MARSHALL LABORATORIES 
. ORIGINAL SIGNED BY: 
J. DAVID WHITE 
J. David White 
Assistant to the General Manager 
JDW:ggo 
Enclosures: (1) 805100 N/C 
(1) 805200 N/C 
cc: 	 Mr. R. Treadwell - Fairchild Hiller Corp. (3) encl. 
Mr. E. Painter - GSFC - (3) enclosures 
Mr. K. Bradford - TRW - (3) enclosures 
Dr. E. Smith - JPL - (3) enclosures 
Dr. R. Smith - Stanford University - (3) enclosures 
Dr. He1liwell - Stanford University - (3) enclosures 
bcc: dPetrics wo/encl. 
R. Kobayashi wo/encl. 
G. Mohler wo/encl./File 8-05 
. MARSHALL ~ (rJlj 
LABORATORIES n A subsidiary of Morsh.lIlndu$tri•• 
3530 Torrance Boulevard, Torrance, California 90503 : Telephone (213) 371..3501 
5 February 1968 
6a-Ol!O 
National Aeronautic> and Space Admini1tration 

Goddard Space Flight Center , 

Greenbelt, Maryland ' 





SUbjecti 1hermallj.nalysi-.;. EP.5/0GO-F' 






'In a~cordance 'with Article VII of the 'reference contract, we are herein 
transmitting three (3) copie'! of thtl thermal Analy:Jis for EP.5/0GO.F. 
Should you have any questions regarding the enclosed repod, plea'ic . 
do noCheSitate to contact us. 
Very truly yOUr$. 
MARSHALL LABORA1.'0R~ES 
J. David White 
A'3!lhtant to the General Manager 
JDW;,;w 

Enc1o,;ur'e: Thermal Analysh EP.5/0GO. ~ 

, 
ce. Dr. E Mercanti, CSFC w/enc1. {2> 
be:: E. Az"ri w/eAct. 

r Petrie' wi enc!. 

. R. Kobayashi w/enc!. 

.G. Mohler/8-0S. wienc!. 

MARSHALL n 'lnj 
LABORATORIES n A subs;d,ary of Marshall Jndustries 
3530 T9rrance Boulevard, Torrance, California 90503 : Telephone (213) 371~3501
. 	 . 
2,4 May 	1968 
6S~0584 
National ACl"on?utics end Space Administration 
. Coc1dnrcl Space Fli~bt Ccn:::er· 
Gl"eonbclt, J.b.ryb\'ld 
A~tenHon: 	 Dr. E. P. Marcanti 
Subject: 	 Contract R eq\.\irement M:odifications 
Shift of RCGpondbility 
Ret'~rence; (a) CentrC'.ct NAS s~ 11 095 
(b) Teleco!l b~twecn J. E. 
l'.ll of GSFC and D. 
2.0 May 1963 
Painte!"
White, D. 





This letter is intendod to verify the ahift of respon:>ibility M a res\.'..lt 
of the subject contI'act require:m~nt mocli!ications to th~ reference 
(a) contrad 0.6 requested by GSFC in the reference (b) tdephone 
convcraation. The "hilt of responsibility will be as !0110~'V9: 
1. 	 Marsh?ll Laboratories will not coordin:.te or monitor 
the mutual btcri'e..cnce teats on EP-5 bet-wcI;!n c::>perimcntB 
F_22 n::.d F-24. This re£ponsibi1i~y will be assumed by· 
NASA/GSYC• 
. l. - Ma~ehall Laboratori.es will not install or remove the thermal 
blankets on the EP~5 assembly. This l'csponsibiHty will be 
assumed by NASA/GSFC. 
3. 	 Marshall Laboratoric~ will not deliver cor.aplcted components, 
a.ssemblies, etc. for this progr<lm, to TR W Systems OGO 
Pros.-am Office. Delivery will b" macl~ to the NASA/GSFC' 
OGO Program Ofnee at TRW Systems, attention Mr. A. Clarke. 
Dl'.- E. P. Mercanti .z. 	 Z4 May 1968 
68-0534 
Should there be any questions rega:rc1i!l3 the .above information, 
pleaso do not hesitate to contact me. 














bc R. Kobayashi 
). Petrics 
tfohler /White/8-050 
. MARSHALL 5 rrru 
·LABORATORIES U A subsi::Uary of Marshall Indus'''.' 
3530 Torrance Boulevard, Torrance, California 90503 : Telephone (213) 371·3501 
Z4 May 1968 
68.0537. 
National ,\el"oncuHcs <lni! Sp'.lce Administration 
.Godrh.rd Space Flight Center 
Grean!JeH•.Maryl?r;d 
Attention; Dr. E. P. MCTcanti 
Subject: 'l'l'ansmltta! of Int(.1r.£erc::lce TeGt Cables 
I~c!erence; (a) Contl''1ct NAS 5-11095 
(b) Telt2co!l E. P::li~te:o· l-~. 
2111 o! GSFC anel D. Pt,ti'icc, 




WhH", o~ ML 
Gentle,,'lan; 
PUl"ilUllnt to ths relcl'<lDc'1l (b) teleph~no co..vor8::ltion the c:£ldr.-sed 
packin3 slip ~~o. 75:?,1 indic.ates our c.~H.".ery of thf au'bject inter­
ference t~st c«ble!l. 
ShOl.'l~ th£Jril bo any quc~tions rezarC:ing the above informaHon 
pleas e do' not he>! itate to contact me. 








cc: Ie Z. Brat:fol"u 
J. E. Pniut-a? 
M. StQph~ng 
be: R. Kobayashi 
D. Petries -. 
Mohler /White/8-050 
SHIPPING O/RDER·· 
. PACKING SLIP 
WHALL LABORATORIESQ 7531rrl~ ." Subsidiarv 01 MaTsl,,;,ZZ Indu.stTies 
\ 
530 TORRANCE BOULEVARO, TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 
IJate May 2o.,..J.;z.9Q.!6RL.-__-'--_ 
HIP TO,___TR,l.AW,CL..JS>,:y'-'S1.lt....eaJro"'s'--___-'-________ Customer Order No,_-,8:'.:-~0:::5~0~___ 
One Space Park Our Order No ..__________ 




DESCRIPTION). . QUANTITY 
1 ea 805900-101 IntFt. Test Cable 
1 ea 805900-102 Intfr. Test Cable 
• 
IMPORTANT 
:lAIMS FOR SHORTAGE. REJECTION OR 
















, LABORATORIES n A subsilihary of Marshall Industries 
3530 Torrance Boulevard, Torrance, California 90503 : Telephone (213) 371·3501 
27 i..lay 1968 
68-05.39 
National Ael'o,,:mgcs and Spaco Admiuiat::"tion 
Ccdil"t'c1 Spc.':;c ?U;.;.h.t C entot' 
Ol"·~~r..ha.lta ·}J1;l.ryl::.!1.1 
Attention; 	 Mr. lo.1. Stephens 
Contract :';~50tiato= 
Subject; , 
Reference; 	 Contn.ct HAS 5-11095 
Gentlemen; 
In accoI"h..;'lce wlt:l A.t:clo 'Ill of the re["l'cncc cOlltr'l.d ~hi$ l<:lUcr 
a.dviel~~ you o! c'1Jr (~olivury or the Fli£;h~ t'nlt en", EP-5.. OCiO-F 
'a~ iudi~.at.,;1 on tbe (~nc:lo!icd. ship?l:1g docuZ':."'leni:s. 
Delivery was ;ma~a G!\ Z4 'May 1963 to the NASA/GSli'C CGC Projoc~ 
C!Sl'C~ "' -I' 'tV S,.-b-',SAo .... . J..;.\..J ,;;·",V&"'. CI 
Should yeu have <).;'.ly qU';:CHOM i'c:;:a .. ding tho <!.b::>'le imonn"Uo:l,' 
pleaso d~ not hasiht\3 t7 COllt:aCt't1S. 
VeTY t~'uly, 1001'S, 
MA..~SHALL LAEORATCRl!'.S 
J. David "Nhi~C! 





ce: Dr. E. P. ~,i:ercs.nti 
J. E. Painter 
be: E, Azari 
R. Kobayashi / 







~. "Subsidiarv 01 Marshall Induslrie. 7541 
3530 TORRANCE BOULEVARD. TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA Date May 24. 1968 
HIP TO TRW Systems 
One Space Park 
Redondo Beach, California 
--NASA/GSFC aGO Prejeet Offiee 
Ittention' ,Art G.larke 
'Customer, Order No__~8=-O~5~O____ 
Our Order No,_______ 
Via Hand Carry 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION 
1 ea EP-5, OGO-F Base Plate Pedestal and Harness Ass~mbly SiN 4 (FlU-I) 
With EP-5 Proportional Heater - Installed SiN -3 (F/u-l} 
IMPORTANT 
Cl..A1MS FOR SHORTAGE. REJECTION OR 















I:EQU.SITION AND INVOICIl/SI':l;>;>I;IIO DOCUMENT 
i I. 'ROM 




One Space Park 
Redondo Beach, 
~. Glill" TO. MARK FOR 
.­
qalifornia, 
. . . " .'~ ". 
NASA IGFt ~G'O Proje~t O~{i~~. "<;' 
", • 0'. 
, , 
, .' 
" .. ' 
" 
" : '" ~..:. ;:·f.' .', 
',' • :.t' 














7. DAn: MA.'EIUEL, nEQUIRED 
cr, AUTtlOnlTY on punp09~ 
Contract D l'llivery' 
'0.•,.N;".'!!':.... _;'):'-1-/11 -,--­~;-:;:: -y "7--;-1. 
t.:bA'n: SHIPPEO 
24 May 1968 




b. VOUCHER NUMDE,c AND DATe 
, 109568-5 
'4. BILL 0" LADINQ HUMBER 
.,
Attention:, Ml. Art Clarke 
la. AlA MOVII;MIi:HT DBOIQHATOR on ponT REF.RINes NUMDE" 
"'" ACCOUNT4Hg AND I!'UNDINO DATA 
..' 
CONTRACT NAS 5-11095 
x '\"0 ~. 
~ 
10. 19SUED OY --.ll 
~" D', PetrlCs(-lZ'\ 
f: 3 'tj..J~:.: CHeCKeD oY 
,. 
1 Mete 1 Container 
, , 
ococnlM',ON " TOTAL WI!IGHT 
TOTAL. 
CUDe: 
r 17," ~r"crf~thiG 
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D' GRANO TOTAl. 
., 11.0. RECEIV&n'O 
VOUCHER NO. 
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MARSHALL II fJi1i 
LABORATORIES n A subsid,ary of Marshall Industries 
3530 Torrance Boulevard. Torrance. California 90503 : Telephone (213) 371-3501 
2.7 May 1963 
63-C5<)·~ 
:Nation..:tl Aet"O!'Hlt4t:ic:S. aUlI Space Ad!r11uist'r'ation 
God~t'.rd Sp~c(' FH3b.t Ccrrl:~r 
G!"·ctJIlbelt. }ha~yl~nd 
Attention. }..!r. M. S~aphons 
Contract Negotiator 
Subj~et: Test Procedure, Mutual Inim~rcl'e!!c'i) Test, 
EP-5, OGO-F 
Gcntlemc:.n: 
In accordance wit;, A.-ac1o "11 or th!l rdt:r;;,nc(! co!~tract. we a;-.ll 
ph~j.r~in tril.:le~""'.itHn~, t1sC 1-1utu~1 ICl~ert03re!lce TC!lt Proccdl.!!"e, 
EP-5/0CO-F l~o. 463613. 
S!:!'ould yotl o;!!.ve any quesHo!ls regardlng the cndo",,,,cl ep·!lc!!katiorl. 
please do 110~ hesi~ate to contact tiS. 
Very t ...uly ),0'1>;:''3, 
W..ARSHALL LABOR.ATORIES 
30 David \\rhitn 
A9sistant to th.a G>!!nernl M<l!'lager 
JDW:1JW 
Encloaure 










LABORATORIES ~ A subsldiary'of Marshall Industries 
3530 Torrance Boulevard, Torrance, California 90503 : Telephone (213) 371·3501 
5 Ju.ne 1968 
6S~0696 
r~,.:.tio~l~l Aeronp,u:;ics and SpZ1ce Aclmiu.i~ti."aUon 





Attention; Dr. E. P. Morc<mti 
Subject; Transmittal of EP~5 S~ub Boom 
Rofct'cncc;.: Crmtl'act No. NAS 5~ 11095 
Gcntlcr:len: 
This !etter i3 in~0n1~cl to Lr-.1orm you of tiw h'i\l1"mittd of th3 EP~!i 
Stub Boom, Nu. 10'(957-900, from Ma)."sh.•ll La1::;o!'utorJcG 
to ~~R"\¥ Sy3t.~;:n$ as i';1dica.tod on the .nnclClscd shl?p!n2 <locun~r;lu~s. 
'iht} EP-5 S~u11 Boom wag clc!ivDl.-c".l to Tn)If Systo~~s in Sll!1PO!'t 
of th~ io.,thcoming $olar~vae tests on the prototype and fll.Sht EP-5 
z!s '>cmbli.oc. 
Should there be an!, quostions reg;;>.rding t!le obovo ic!o:-mation. 





cc; J. E Paint2r 
M. Stephons 
K. Z. Bradford 
be R. Kobayas hi 
D. Petries 
Mohl~/-White-t8T650 
SHIPPING 0 ROE R 
PACKING SUP 
lRSHALL:0 .fj~ LI.illORATOlUES ~7556a ~ubsidiarv o/lJarshalllnclu.trles 
3530 TORRANCE BOULEVARD, TORRANCE. CALIFORNIA 
D.IO,_--"",ItI!.!I!ill..A.-.l2"6,,,,8---:_-;-•• ---;­
j 
'1IP TO . TRW Systems Customer Order No 8-050 {-: .\ < :;: t I 
One Space Park Our Order No_____-:-____ 
Redondo Beach, California 
-OGO-l'-ro-gram-Of-f:i:ce-Sfl-869-9------ No. of Pkgs,_""O"'n"e'--__-.,__~__ 
!lention" Mr. ·Fritz Odegaard Via Hand .Carry 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION 
1 ea EP-5 Stub Boom No. 107957-900 For Solar-Vac Tests 
IMPORTANT RECEIVED BY: " Date rfilZG p
:LAIMS FOR SHOR,TAGE. REJECTION OR 
~REAKAGE MUST 8E MADE WITHIN 10 DAYS 
~ROM RECEIFT OF GOODS. NO MATERIAL Name r=a -' 67f~.,..a..c:~ 
- . I 1,'. .tETuRNED TO us WITHOUT OUR WRI!TEN 
CONSENT. Company rgw 
01 (2.52) 
SHIPFING 
•SHIPPING ORDER ~. 	 PACKING SLI? , 
:SRALL
'Il LABORATORIES ~ a SubsirliaTV oj Marshall.InaustTies 	 7564 
i30 TORRANCE BOULEVARO. TORRANCE. CA1.IFORNIA Date'_~JU'llJOJ.Jee-J.LO~-1J~9~6u:8L...;-____
. . J 	 , 
I 
P TO 	 Tmoj Systems Customer Orde~ No,_~8!..:-~0~5~0;-__~_ 

One Space Park 
 Our Order No_____.!-____ 
NASA/~SFC, OGO Project Office 
No_ofPkgs,_~O~n~e~__-7______
-----Redondo Beach, 	CalifoLLLia 
,ntion-	 Mr. Art Clarke Vial__-=H!!,a~n!::d~C~a::r,-,r:..lY'-_~____ 
DESCRIPTIONQUANTITY 
, 
805202-101,102 Thermal Blanket Assy. Serial No's 3,4,5,6,\ and 7 




LAIMS FOR SHORTAGE. REJECTION OR 
~EAKAGE MUST BE MACE WlT~'UN 10 DAYS 
tOM RECEIPT OF GOODS. NO MATERIAl... 






.ABORATORIES UA subsidiary of MarshaU Industries 
3530 Torrance Boulevard, Torrance, California 90503 : TeJeJ:)hone (213) 371·3501 
11 Junlil 19b5 
· 68-0?l3 
N<'ltional Aeronautic's ~nd Spaco A':;m~istt"aUon 
Goddard Spal;o FliZh~ Center 
Greenbelt. MsZ"yland. 
M:r. M. Stophells 




In accord:.ncc w!£:h Article VII of tho referenc~ codract tllis lot~dl' 
auviO:;Cd you of our "oliVary of nvc (5) tuc;oma.l b1.=lnkets cO!lshtiS'J~ 
of (1) prototyp!l. (1) m;;;h~ and (3} spar$i> for th<3 EP.5. OGO.F 
S:?t.c~t:"t"a.ft. 
Delivery was made on 10 JU!lC 196$ to til;"! NASA/GSFC eGO projbct 
Cifico at TR'if Systems as indicated on tc.!l encloseu ;shipping cloc4ment. 
This oclivo!"y complctas the contract requiremonts of cidiv,erabllilj 
thermal co:mponcnts with the exception of onl) (I) spare pO'opol'tiono.l 
heMer which will romnin in the projod inv.lliltory at Ma.r~hall 
I.aboratorics unH! :SllCh timo as it m"y bo required to be in$tallet~ 
on :m EP.5 aflsOlmbly by Marshall Laboratories porsor..ncl. 
Should you ho.'o"'::l allY qUo:ltions rog~rding tho abovoll information, 
_ p10aso do not h~!litate to contact us. 
Very ti"uty yOuzos. 
J. David White 
Assistant to th::l G()ner~l Manager 
CC; Dr. E. P. Mcrcilr.tl 
Mr. J. E. P<lintor 
be E. Azari, R. Ko~ava"hi,. D. Petri('~ V..""t,.?,," "";)0 0 D~n 
MARSHALL 	9 rm.; 
LABORATORIES a A subs'd ,ary of M arshaUlndus.ries 
3530 To!""rance Boulevard. Torrance. California 90503 :"Teleohone (213) 371-3501 
'18 March 1969 
b9-010Z 
Hatlonal Aeronautic9 and Space Adminlstra.ti.o!!. 









Subject: 	 Test Di'.tu and Results· of the f:p:>cc Simul;;;,ticn 
'l'CS~6 PCI"COl'nllld 0'1 the B?5. OGO.:;" Test 
Mock_up. . 
Heterence: 	 Contract NP,s 5-11il95 
..~:tic13 1 
Paragraph 1.3.5 Space Simulatioll Tests 
Centletmm: 
III accorda.t\ce ""th ~h3 requiremcntc of the rO£Ci'o.'lC3 ccutra~t. 
Article"i, P~i'"!tgl·i'Ph. 1.3.5, '''''0 are hcreia tr~rl:Jmi.tting the · 
tc;,st d",~a a!ld results of tht! I!pace simulation t!:!st performed 
Oll the EP-5 OGO-F Test !\fock-lIP E:<pcrirm,mt P"ckn.go No.5. 
Should YOIl have any qUQstions regarding the (HlctoGod ";:>imt,lutor 
T~Gt Report ", pl~h<tI.e do not hGl:itatl! tc .; .:, ;~~ ,~_~ uO' . 
Very truly yoa2':1, 












·This report describes tli.~ p6.ysical condition qf the electronic 
.equipment specified· below at the time that the equipment leaves 
.. Marshall Laboratories. . . 
. Name of Equipment:..:N::.·o::::n::...:M=a:.gr.n"'e"'t"'i"'cC..!!H"'ea=te"'r"­__________ 
. .. ·Serial Number: 7,8,9,}"0, 12 No. of Units:__~_5l-_____ 
Job Number: .- 0 0' Contract: 
------------------
Requested by:__~__~.~·_-'"'_'_____ Date:__-_~.-__.,......__ 

Point iIi. Sequence: Final Inspection 

Inspection Performed. by:· Date: 
--------------~ --------
Findings: (If discrepancy. pla·ce X in right hand column) 

Comments Discrep. OK 

. . . 
A. Housing & Me'chanical Parts: 
1.- Connectors seated properly ; AlA 
; 2.· R-F filters seated properly fA/#t
I X'"3. Covers ~ate properly 
X4. Holes match where required 
5, Hardware securely mounted x: 
6.· Nuts. bolts properly tightened JC 
7. Nylon hardware where required IlIA 
/ 
·18. Paint removed under ground lugs Y 
; ;(9. Locknuts/lockwashers where required 
10. Boards chipped. broken. split X 
11. HousIng surface smooth X'
0 
• 
,12. Plating flaking ~r bubbly. < 
,..13. Plating tarnished ¥­










Comments Disq·ep. OK 
B. Connectors: 
, 1. Proper length threaded studs 
-
" N/A " 
Z. Secure mounting 
3; Surface tarnish 
4. Hi ReI connector 
5. Potting material on back 
6. Potting material around pins 
7. Pins floating. where required' " , 
8. Pins straight • . 
9. Dielectric discoloration. 
10. Wires properly dressed. soldered
. ' 
" 
11. Shrinkable sleeving ~mployed -





C. Cabling and Hard Wiring: 
-
1. Cables properly grouped 
Z. Cables properly spot epoxied 
3. Cables properly laced 
4. Non-shrinkable lacing cord 
5, Shielded wires properly terminated 
6. Wire insulation properly stripped 
7. Cold-flow possibilities 
8. Wires stripped proper distance from 
termina.tion 
9. Proper protrusion thru fork terminals 
10.- Prope r protrusion thru pic eyelet 
H. Wrap around tertninals 
-
lZ. Wire strands broken 




















ID. Component Mounting 
1 " • Proper lead length, body to terminal 
Z. 
" 
Proper lead bend radius 
3. Leads protrude thru termina~s proper 
distance 
4. Max. no. of leads per fork term 
5. Transistor cases insulated from leads 
· , 
and pI clines 
6. Metallic cased components insulat-e<l 
': from leads and pIc line s 
,7., Heavy components tied to board 
· S, Lacing cord non-shrinkable 
9.' Nylon mounting hdw. where required 
10.' Support provided for components stood 
,\ off boards 
lL, Led.d seals broken 
'( 
lZ: Tantalum welds broken 
Component leads sleeved wherf13~; 
t.. 
'requ'i-ed 
14. Sleeving cold flow condition possibility
,
, , 
15.: Shrinkable sleeving split 
16.', Any components movable? 




























1. Conformal coat even NIA 
Z. Fillets around components 
3. Bubbles in conformal coat 
4. Conformal coat' on connecto~ s 
5. Thermal paint inside as required 
6. Thermal paint outside as requirEjd. 
7. Epoxy spot-ti'es as required' 
..,---..-------'----t-----t---




Comments Discrep. OK 
F. Electrical Connections 
1. Cold solder joints 
Z. Contaminated solder joints 
3. Excess solder 
4. Insufficient solder 
5. Rosin joints 
6. Dirty solder joints 
7. Solder properly wicked 
8. Holes in solder joint surface 
9· Weld joint deformation proper 
10. Weld join\ splatter (w4~skers) 
11. Weld joint blo~ holes 
: 
lZ. Other improper welds· 






















l. Solder splash on board, hpusing, coat er-
Z. Dirt or debris :on board, 
, 
housing, coat t..-­
3. Rosin cleaned from board t.-­
4. Paint on improper surfaces, c'oat t:-­
5. Grease or finger marks ~n plating 
, 
L-­
6. Dirt or debris in connectors AI))) 
7. .' 
/ 
S. .. " 
H:•. Labelling 
l. Connectors labelled in ink At#! 
Z. Modules labelled in ink / t-­
3. Unit labelled, model, SIN ~.' ..--:-"',...,-,~ 1­
4. Decals used - .-- N/A 
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:nspecto:!:"- _ . .' Datel<.=-=~ . _ ':,,3.
-,' - . -~~ --- ~....:-.-'-:"':""""'-- - "'---~---
-. -­
--. pate: ~~. -:,::-=:: '..==::-. ­~ngineer:_____.......,..... 

.-""..--~----~ - -'~--. -----­
.--:. Approval to Ship:__ ___-~----=_--- Date:_-_~_____~~__,.--..-,.=­
nspection'verified by:_______~ Agency:___~______ Date:___ 











3. CANNOT BE REWORKED 
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1.0 SCOPE 
1. 1 Introduction 
This specification defines the solar-vac design verification test pro­
cedures for the EP-S appendage of the OGO-F Spacecraft. The EP-S 
appendage package contains portions of two experiments, F -22 and 
F -24 both within a thermal equilibrium blanket and mounted to the 
+Y end of the EP-S boom. 
The EP· S, as shown in Figure 1, is partially contained within aIL 0" 
x 9. S" x 9.0" parallel piped thermal envelope. The F-24 antenna 
extends beyond the thermal envelope and thus is not maintained within 
the thermally controlled environment. The thermal envelope, which 
makes up the electronics compartment, consists of multilayer aluminized 
mylar sheets and pure sHk mesh arranged in a sandwich type construction 
with the ryilar side facing out. 
Within the environmental controlled electronics compartment are the 
search coil magnetometer coils and preamplifiers for the F -22 Search 
·Coil Magnetometer Experiment, developed by Dr. E. Smith of JPL 
and Porfessor Holzer of UCLA, and the preamplifier for the F-24 VLF 
Antenna Experiment developed by Dr. Helliwell and Dr. R. Smith of 
Stanford University. Because of the sensitivity of the experiments 
within the EP-S to magnetic fields and RF noise, a non-magnetic 
proportional heater is used as an active temperature control device. 
The EP-S proportional heater developed by Marshall Laboratories, 
is bonded to the baseplate and provides heat to the experiments by 
conduction and radiation from the baseplate. Figure 2 illustrates 
the EP-S temperature control system. The electronics compartment 
has an acceptable temperature range of _20oC to +SOoC and a minimum 
internal dissipation of .22 watts when the internal terrtperature is 12oC. 
0Between the terrtperature range of 6°c and 12 C the dissipation may 
vary frorrt 1. S75 watts to .22 watts depending on the position of the 
spacecraft relative to the sun. 
1. 2 Test Requirements 
The test procedures established herein are in accordance with Goddard 
Space Flight Center T&E Specification No. S-4-101 Revision A entitled 
"Specification Environmental Design Qualification Test OGO Experirrtents". 
1. 3 Responsibility 
The responsibility and authority for decisions relative to the require­
ments of this specification tests with Marshall Laboratories subject 










13126 EP-S, OGO-F SHEET 3 OF 
2.0 	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
2. 	1 Specifications 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
2.1.1 	 S-4-101 Specification Environmental Design 
Qualification Test OGO Experiment. 
2.2 	 Drawings 
Marshall Laboratories 
2.2. 1 805800 Wiring Diagram Subsystem Thermal 
Mockup EP-5 
2.2.2 	 805801 Subsystem Assembly Thennal Mockup 
EP-5 
2.2.3 	 805802 Insulation Assembly Thermal Mockup 
EP-5 
2.2.4 	 805803 Assembly, Thermal Mockup EP-5 
3.0 	 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 
3. 1 	 Simulation of Environment 
Laboratory design verification tests for electronic and mechanical 
assemblies are intended to simulate environmental conditions which 
are more severe than field conditions in order to provide better 
assurance of locating design deficiencies. However, the conditions 
are not intended to be severe enough to exceed design safety margins 
or to excite unrealistic modes of failure. Should such modes occur, 
pertinent requirements will be waived in accordance with the applicable 
procedures. 
4. 0 	 TEST EQUIPMENT 
4. 	1 Standard Equipment 
a} 7' x 8' Vacuum Chamber and supporting equipment. 
b} Digital Voltmeter - .cubic' Corporation V - 71 
c} Power Supply (4) - Hewlett Packard Model HP721A 











m 13126 EP-5, OGO-F SHEET 4 OF 
4.2 Special Equipment 
a) Thermometer Marshall Laboratories 
Model No. ML-332 
5.0 TEST FACILlTIES 
The design verification solar-vac testing of the EP-5 [,hermal Mockup 
is to be conducted at Goddard Space' Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. 
5. I Apparatus and Conditions 
The apparatus used in conducting the solar-vac design verification 
tests shall be capable of producing and maintaining the test conditions 
required within this specification. 
6.0 INSTALLATION CHECK 
Following installation into the test apparatus and prior to pump down 
a comprehensive inspection and electrical check of the EP-5 instrument 
shall be performed by Marshall Laboratories and GSFC to ins ure that 
no malfunction or damage was caused due to faulty installation procedl1re 
or handling. 
7. 0 CRITERIA FOR F AlLURE 
With the concurrence of the Marshall Laboratories authorized repre­
sentative, degradation or change in performance of the EP-5 which 
exceeds limits established by its specification and applicalbe test 
procedure during any test period shall be considered as a failure. 
Te'sting shall be discontinued until the malfunction (including design 
defects) is corrected. If the corrective action consists of simple 
repair, such as replacement with identical parts, the complete test 
procedure under wpich failure occurred shall be repeated in its 
entirety without equipment failure before proceeding to the next test. " 
If corrective action such as redesign, is required, the test procedure 
under which failure occurred shall be repeated as indicated above 
after repair action. In addition, if such redesign affects the results 
of previou6,ly completed tests, such tests shall be repeated. 
8.0 EVALUATION 
The acceptable compartment temperatures for the EP-5 are from 
_20°C to +50oC. To monitor the compartment and experiment 
temperatures during testing, twelve (12) YSl: type 44018 thermistors 
have been installed throughout the package as follows. 
REVSPECIFICATION NO.TITLEMARSHALL 
lABORATORIES Solar- Vac Design Verification S 46865TORRANCE CALIFORNIA Test Procedure 
EP-5, OGO-F SHEET 5 OFT NO 13126 
IRM 201 
RT-l F -22 X-Axis Sensor 
RT-2 F -22 X-Axis Sensor 
~T-3 F -22 Y-Axis Sensor 
RT-4 F -22 Y-Axis Sensor 
RT-5 F-22 Z-Axis Sensor 
RT-6 F -22 Z-Axis Sensor 
RT-7 EP-5 Base Plate, near Heater Control 
Thermistor 
RT-8 EP-5 Search Coil Bracket 
>I< RT-9 Base of F -24 Antenna near squibbs. External 
of Thermal blanket. 
,RT-lO Inside of Thermal Blanket.* 
RT-ll F -24 Preamplifier 

RT-12 
 F-24 Preamplifier 
"" ;:;. T - 9 and R T -1 0 are thermistors installed for academic information oniy 
and are not to be used as criteria for failure. 
8. i Performance Recording 
Performance data recording shall be taken every hour and consist of 
the following: 
. a) date 
b) time 
c) chamber pres sure 
.d) thermistor temperatures 
e) heater voltage 
f) experiment voltages 
g) heater current 
h) experiment currents 
i) shroud temperatures 
j) thermometer voltage 
8.2 Stabilization 
Stabilization shall be considered achieved when all the monitoring
. 0 
thermistors listed in paragraph 8.0 do not vary more than 1 C during 
a three (3) hour period. This requirement excludes thermistors R T-9 
and R T-IO. 
8.3 Test Duration 
Tests s-hall be continued for a period of twenty-four (24) hours after 
achieving stabilization, in both solar and eclipse environments. 
9.0 TEST PROCEDURES 
This test will be conducted in two phases covering worst case conditions. 
MAR'SH Al L 
LA 8,0 RA TOR I E S 
rORRANCE CALIFORNIA 
TITLE 
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Phase I will be the worst case hot condition where EP-5 is receiving 
direct solar radiation on its +X surface. Phase II will be the worst 
case cold condition where the EP-5 is in total eclipse. 
9. I 	 Pre- Test Requirements 
9.1. I The EP-5 Assembly shall be suspended by insulated wire and waxed 
cord; in a 7' x 8' solar-vac chamber capable of achieving and rnain­
taining 1 x 10- 5 mm Hg or less. 'The test item orientation is shown 
on 	Figure 3. 
9.1.2 	 Perform two pre-test and post-test solar scans with arc set for 1. 0 
Sun at 51 1/2 inches from the door flange. Beam diarrleter shall be 
40 inches minimum. The chamber solar sinlUlator shall be calibrated 
under ambient conditions using a radiometer target board and shall 
not vary more than 100/0 over the pattern. 
9.1.3 	 Connect test equipment as shown in Figure 4 and perform pre-test 
checkout (ref. par. 6.0). 
Installation Check List 
Item Responsibility 
L 	 Test configuration correct including 
boom and thermal blankets GSFC/ML 
2. 	 Experiment package suspended in GSFC 
correct position (including orienta­
tion as well as distance from the solar 
simulator) 
3. 	 Minimum conductive heat transfer GSFC 




4. 	 Monitoring radiometer suspended. GSFC 
5. 	, All cables wrapped and suspended away GSFC 
from the chamber shroud and out of the 
sc;>lar simulator beam as much as pos­
sible. 
6. 	 Warm chamber ports covered GSFC 
·7. 	 Chamber checked for cleanlines s GSFC 
8. 	 Pictures of test setup taken GSFC 
REVTIT,LE SPECIFICATION NO,MARSHAlLM LABORATORIES Solar - Vac Design Verific,,:tion 
S 	 46865TORRANCE 	 CALIFORNIA Test Procedure 
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.
.
"L FORM 201 
l 
9. 	 Operational test of all thermistors, t4ermocouples, GSFC/ML 
heaters, and experiment mockups.5 .9.1.4 	 Rough out chamber to 1 x 10- torr or better. 
9. 1. 5 	 Flood shrouds with LN2 . 
9.2 	 Test Phase I Solar Condition 
9.2.1 	 Turn arc ON at 1. 0 sun after chamber walls are at -100o C or less. 
9.2.2 	 Turn experiments, ..heater power, and test equipment power ON. 
a)" F-22 Search Coil, 28V @ 18 rna 
1;» 	 • F-24 Preamp, ?8V @ .55 rna 
c) EP-5 proportional heater 33V 

d) Test equipment 14. 2V 

9.2.3 	 Establish stabilization per paragraph 8.2, recording readings per 
paragraph 8. 1. . 
9.2.4 	 Continue fest after stabilization for 24 hours in accordance with 
paragraph 8.3. 
9.3 	 Test Phase II, EClipse Condition 
9.3.1 	 Shutdown arc sour';e. 
9.3.2 	 Adjust proportional heater power to .23\ 
9.3.3 	 Establish stabilization per paragraph 8.2, recording readings per 

paragraph 8. 1. 





9.4 Post Test Requirements 
.9.4: 1 Turn. off all power supplies. 
9.4.2 	 Secure chamber. Use arc to warm shrouds. 
9.4.3 	 Perform ambient checkout. Same as paragraph 9. 1. 3 item 9. 
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:p-s SOLAR-VAC TEST DIAGRAM FIG. 4 
. 
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EP-5 THERMAL SYSTEM DRAWINGS 


























EP-5 Final Assembly 
Thermal Blanket Assembly 
Thermal Blanket Form Block 
Wiring Diagram EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up 
Subsystem Assembly EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up 
Assembly: EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up 
Preamplifier Assembly EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up 
Search Coil Sensor Assembly EP-5 .Thermal Mock· 
Up 
Boom Harness EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up 
Boom Extension Harness EP-5 Thermal Mock­
Up 
Test 'Harness EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up 
Container Assembly EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up 
Base Plate Harness EP-5 Thermal Mock-Up 
Assembly Board Insulated EP-5 Thermal­
Mock-Up 




Proportional Heater Assembly 
Schematic Proportional Heater 
r 
r ".! .a 
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